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INTRODUCTI ON 
South Dakota · is located in a transition zone beti:,reen the 
winter wheat area to the south and the spring wheat area to the 
north . The summers seem to be too wa.rni to produce the later 
maturing spring wheat of good test weight and of good milling 
quality that is in demand by consU100rs.  Yet South Dakota remains 
primariJ.y a spring wheat state because varieties and farnrlng 
practices have not yet been perfected. enough to overcome the 
problem of winter killing of winter wheat. Indications from 
several sources (27 ,  30)  are that South Dakota ' s  wheat , especial]y 
the spring wheat , is of questionable quality. 
In the past yea:rs,  1-rorld wheat production has increased 
significantly resulting in a world surplus of wheat. The world ' s  
wheat buyers now enjoy a very competitive market not only in terin_s 
of price , but also in terms of quality. Those states ,  prov:i.nces ,  . 
or countries who choose to ignore the quality of their wheat ·will 
face the :eossibility of losing their market . 
"A wheat exporting state such as South Dakota can justify 
producmg wheat on]y if it produc.es a quality commodity that is :L'Yl 
_real· dema.tid by wheat bcyers 
11 (13 ) .  In 1963 , a joirit project was _· 
initiated between the South Dakota Wheat Commission and the 
South Dakota State University Agr_onoroy Department to obtain 
information on the quality of wheat produced in South Dakota. 
This study was undertaken (a) to determine as specificalJ.y as 
possible the quality of wheat produced and delivered. to shipping 
points in South Dakota ,  (b) to compare the quality of wheat being 
delivered to the countzy elevator to the quality of the wheat being 
shipped to the terminal ma.rkets , ( c )  to compare quality factors of 
spring and winter wheat and to consider the comparative advantages 
of both classes of wheat in South Dakota ,  (d) to analyze the 
quality of wheat going into different elevators and to observe area 
differences ,  (e ) to determine the milling and baking quality of 
South Dakota grmm wheat and to compare it to wheat grm-m in other 
areas . It is hoped that these investigations will reveal the 
particular quality .factors that lower the ·quali-bJ of wheat entering 
the market and help po:int out where changes can be nad.e to make 
South Dakota t s riheat more competitive in the term:inal :rn.arket. 
2 
REV�i OF LITERATURE 
Peysical Qua.li"bJ 
For many years wheat has been merchandised on the basis of 
physical quality. Many grad:ing factors such as test weight , 
foreign material, and defects , jo:int]y determ:ine grade which 
eventually influences price , In recent yea:rs buyers and local 
producers have compla:ined that the peysical quality of wheat being 
received by the processor was not as good. as that be:ing produced on 
the farm (30). In spite of the importance placed on the physical 
quality of wheat, very little literature pertinent to this study 
was found. 
One of the most important components of peysical quality is 
test weight, Test weight has long been considered. an estimate of 
flour e,._,t,raction (10 )  • Discounts for lower bushel weight are based 
on est:L�ted loss :in flour yield (2 8 ) . 
In recent rese�ch Shuey (2 4) found a very poor relationship 
between test weight and flour yieid, Tests showed that' wheats mey-
have as D!UCh as n:ine pounds per bushel difference in test ·weight and 
show the same floµr extraction, 
· Results obtained from a new wheat kernel sizing technique 
developed by Shuey (2 4) seem . proms:ing, Percentages of large , 
medium and sniall kernols were deternrlned and by use of a 
mathematical equation, converted to a · figure lmovm as "Potential . . 
Yield, " A correlation coefficient of +. 957 was found between . 
potential yield and flour yjeld. 
A review of the literature revealed some :interrelation of 
quality factors.  McGregor (JJ} )  found that the red flour beetle , 
w 
(Tribolium. castaneum Herbst) ,  showed a preference for wheat con-
taining a high percent of dockage . The largest increase in msect 
nmnber occurred when dockage increased from 0. 3% to 4. 5%. 
Shuey (2.5 )  found that :insect damaged wheat and heat or moisture 
damaged wheat have a lower flour extraction. High moisture itas 
more conducive to :insect and J:i..eat damage , However , Balanld. (1) 
demonstrated that i.L�pact damage increased as moisture level 
decreased. . 
Fertilizer Effects 
It has long been recognized. that the prote:in content of 
wheat is important to the mill:ing and balci.ng properties of wheat 
flour . Shuey (27)  stated that while high protein does not 
necessarily assure � high milling and baking score , it is nearly 
impossible to ma:inta:i.n high scores without high protein, Much 
research �s been · conducted to determine the effect of nitrogen 
fertilization on prote:i.n content , More recently the effects of 
other nutrients on quality have been considered. 
Hill (9) found in Canad.a that addition of JO pounds of nitrogen 
significantly increased the protein content of wheat. The addition 
of nitrogen a.'l"ld phosphorus mcreased. _ protein but not as nru.c4 as 
nitrogen used alone . Smith (29)  found" that phosphorus and 
5 
potassium are important to the wheat plant but neither of them s:i.ng]y 
or in combmation with nitrogen will affect wheat yields and quality 
as nruch as will nitrogen alone , H01-1ever , results in South Dakota (L} )_ 
indicated that small a."110unts of phosphorus are beneficial along 
with nitrogen , 
In Ohio (18) plots where nitrogen was used alone produced wheat 
giving the be st loaf' volume , However , nitrogen alone decreased test 
weight, Phospr.1.0rus used. alone :increased kernel size but decreased 
protein content, Ad.ding phosphorus also increased the phosphorus :in 
the seed, This is of interest because phosphorus is a basic 
constituent of floui" ash, S:ingh and Lrunb (28)  found. in Ohio that 
ash content was :increased by the addition of phosphorus and 
decreased by the use of nitrogen. 
It was the op1nion of lfutcheon and Paul (11) that it is possible 
to increase protein content of spring wheat to 16% while maintain:i.ng 
or increasing yields . Protein contents above 16% were obtained 
onJy ·when a grm-rth factor· such as moisture ·was below optimum for 
ma.ti.mum yields . 
Bauer , Yormg , and Vassey- (3 ) stated that it probably does not 
pay to add nitrogen just to increase the prote:in content of spring 
wheat i:f elevators buy on station averages . (Buying on the basis of 
station ave1"age s , :infers that all producers delivermg wheat to an 
elevator receive a price based on the average prote:i.11 of all of the 
wheat delivered to the elevators .  The producer who b-r:L---igs in high 
protein wheat receive s no • extra compensation . )  
Research on time and method of nitrogen application 
carried out by Smith (2 9) indicated that time of application 
d.oes not affect yield. However ,  protein content was maximized by 
applying nitrogen as a urea spray at flowering time . Thirty 
pounds of actual nitrogen as urea increased protein content by 2. 5%. 
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Moisture use studies in North Dakota (16 ) indicated that use of 
fertilizers increased the total or absolute draft on soil moisture 
very little , and conm1on.J.y increased. the efficiency of moisture use 
substantialJy. This author suggested. that a farmer can improve his 
management by considering available moisture at seeding time and 
b-.f considering· rainfall probability in maldng decisions relative to 
fertilizer use. 
Chemical Quality 
In review1.ng the voluminous literature on the milling and 
baking quality of wheat , this author decided to concentrate this 
discussion primari� on . one of the most troublesome problems of 
South Dakota ' s  wheat �- that of ash content . 
Singh and Lamb (2 8)  were of .tr.a opinion that ash in the 
flour is one of the most inflexible of the specifications set up 
by bakers . Hee ting ash requirements lillli ts the pounds of flour 
� miller can extract from 1 00 pounds of wheat. 
Hatson (34) and Shuey (2 7 )  -stated that , usually as flour 
ash increases by one point , ( 0 . 01%) flour extraction must b� 
decreased by 2% in order to maintain a· constant flour ash content. 
Shuey (2.5 ) reported f�ost damaged wheat will give a higher ash 
flour than u.Yldrunaged. wheat . 
Schrenk and King (23 )  found in I(a.'tlsas that localitie s 
producing high ash wheat did so consistent1y . Areas of high 
nutrient availability coincided -w-lth those producing the wheat of 
highest ash and prote:in content . Areas of high ash also tended to 
be high in protein content , Increases in ash were not due to any 
one element but were the combined result of increase s :in each of 
the major constituents ·which are potassium, phosphorus , magnesimn 
and calcium :in that order , These four elements were found to 
compose 90% of ash content of wheat. 
Temperatures above 90°F.  dur:ing the last 15 days of kernel 
formation may cause kernel shrinkage and. are detrimental to gluten 
quality in wheat. The results are shorter "dough development time " 
and smaller loaves of bread (21) . 
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MATERIALS AND 11ETHODS 
Peysical Quality of South Dakota I s 1fueat 
The most basic portion of this study was a �ey of the 
wheat delivered by producers to local elevators .  During the five 
year period 1963-67, 2820 sample s�-1689 of spring wheat and 1131 of 
winter wheat--were taken and graded. In 1967 , 516 sa.i.71ple s  were 
taken in fa.renty�six counties from the wheat area , Samples of about 
one pound. were taken from the trucks as they came into the 
elevators .  Samples were sealed in plastic lined bags and. ta.ken to 
the .Agronoll\Y Seed Laboratory- in Brookings ,  where dockage , moisture , 
test weight , protein content , damaged kernels , foreign material, 
shrunken and broken kernels , contrasting classes ,  total defects and. 
thousand kernel weight were determined. , Dockage was determined by 
the use of the carter Dockage ni..achine , Moistiu .. e was determined by 
use of a Burrows moisture recorder , Protein content was determined 
by the KjelclaJll method in the Soil Test:ing Laboratory, .All other 
factors were determined as. outlined. in the u. s . D , A. · Grain 
Inspection Manual . (32) . Appendix Table 1 lists allowable limits for 
all grading factors .  When :i.nd.ic3.,ting official grade , it is on]y 
necessa.r--y- to list the percentage of that factor that determined the 
grade , Dockage need on]y be· listed :in whole a.Yld half percent s .  
However , all determinations in this study were listed exact]y as 
found, 
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Con11Jarison of 1-Jhe at Cordng -i Y1to Elevators with Wheat Being 
Shipped · Cut of Elevators 
For the past three year s the South Dakota Crop and Live stock 
Reporting Service he. s conducted a quality survey on South Dakota 
grmm wheat as it arrived at the major terminals. Quality data 
were taken from grading c ard s on c�r lot sample s  that were 
sampled , and gr a ded at terminal grading points ( 3l ) . This 
information was punched onto computer cards .  In order to , 
compare 1967 data on the wheat coming into elevators (as shown by 
the S . D . s . u .  survey) to the wheat being shipped out of those same 
elevators ( as shmm on the Crop and Live stock data cards ) , it wa s 
necessary to obtain a list of the car numbers shipped from· each 
elevator. The data card s showing these car numbers were sorted 
out and used for the analysis , Only cars graded in Aberdeen were 
used because it · was knoi·m that Aberdeen listed the quality factors 
exactly. Compa.risons were ma.de on six quality factors at 
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twenty-fiv!3 elevators. 'l'he least squares analysis -was performed on 
the university ' s  computer. All data were transformed logarithmically 
to analyze these low percentage figures . 
Quality Factors of Spring � Winter 1 Jheat 1 
The quality of spring and winter wheat was compared in eleven 
South Dakota countie s .  Sevcm quality factors were compared to 
indicate which class of wheat showed the best quality. Data from 
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. the Crop and · Livestock Re1)orting Service uere used . Transformed. data 
on carload sample s graded :in Aberdeen were used for the least square s 
analysis . To compare the test weights of spring and ·winter wheat , 
one pound was added to all spring wheat test weights and one pound 
subtracted from all winter wheat samples .  This was done to allow 
for the· difference in te st weight requirements for grading the two 
classes .  So!lle data from the S .D . S .U �  sur-vey were used in the 
discussion ,  but not for the statistical analysis . .All comparisons 
were made using data from the 1967 crop. 
_ Comparison of the Quality of Hheat Received 
at Different Elevators 
A.YJ. analysis of variance 1ms rlm to compare the quality of 
wheat being delivered to different elevators throughout the state . 
Samples from tho S �D . S •. U .  1967 s�ey were used fo1" this comparison.. 
Eight quality factors were compare·a at nineteen elevators for winter 
wheat and tuenty-fo1.1.1� elevators for spring wheat . The Duncan ' s  
- Hereafter , S .D . S . U .  shall rafer to the survey data compiled 
by the South Dakota State University J\gronorcy- Department . C and L 
shall refer to the survey data as comp; l ed on car lot sam1)le $ b-y- the 
Crop and Livestock Reporting Service . 
New Hultiple Ranr;e Te st was used for each quality factor to point 
out elevator difference s at the one percent level.  General trend s 
are referred to in the discussion section. 
Milling arid Baking Quality 
Data. for this section were obtained from the Doty Laboratorie s 
in Kansas City , �Iissouri ( 6 ) . Each yea:r this laborato�J evaluate s  
wheat samples for several wheat states .  State averages have been 
figured by adding together area averages in each state . The 
a.verage_s have not been weighted for production within areas . 
The quality of. South Dakota ' s  spring and winter wheat is 
compared to the quality of wheat grmm in ·other major uheat 
producing areas . Six quality factors are compared for both classes 
of wheat using data for the years 1965-1967 . 
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�ESULTS P�JD DISCUSSION 
Physical Quality of South Dakota ' s  Hheat 
For years , buyers have purchased grain on the basis of 
physical quality . Some people have failed to realize that each of 
the twelve quality factors represents an :important economic 
consideration in the buyers 'busine �s . 
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This section deals with the physical quality of South Dakota 
wheat studied over the period 1963 to 1967 , The factors to be 
discussed are- : moisture , dockage , thousand kernel weight , test 
weight , protein· content , damaged kernels , foreign :material , shrunken 
and broken kernels , total defects , contrastiJ1g classes ,  sub-classe s ,  
and numerical grade . 
Moisture 
:r�oisture is expressed. as percent by weight . It is indicated as  
percent on the grading ticket unless it exceed s 13 , 5% in which case 
the specia+ grade designation utough" is shmm. If ntoisture is too 
high , spoilage and . heating may occur resulting in loss  of quality 
in the wheat and the risk of ffre .loss to storage facilities .  High 
moisture is also conducive to higher levels of insect 
infestations (14 ) .  High noisture is expensive to buyer and seller 
aljJ,ce , The seller must s_hip the �J..-tra weight , 1 1To the buyer the 
difference in the value of a. 55 ton car load of wheat at 8/; moisture 
versus one at llr% moistuxe -is about $250 . Unfortunately such 
differences :in intrinsic value are seldom reflected in actual 
market price " (10) . · Lou moisture grain is more subj0ct to 
cracld.ng in the handling process. From this, it seems that the 
produce1 .. is ahead. to sell wheat :in the upper ranges of allowable 
moisture . 
Moisture content of South Dakota ' s  wheat varied from yea:r to 
yea:r but the averages were always well belo1-r lJ . 5% (Table 1 ) . 
Most of the elevators observed were very strict about moisture . 
Wheat above lJ • .5% moisture was usually either a.rtificial]y dried. · 
or turned away. The small amount of high moisture wheat that was 
taken :in was carcf-ully blended with dry wheat. 
· Table 1 .  s .n. s . u . wheat samples classified according 
to moisture content. 
Range in 7'o 
1963 of Moisture 
0 through lJ . 5  86% 
lJ. 6  and up 14% 
Number of Sar.iples 485 
196Li, 196.5 1966 
Hard Red S�ring Hheat 97% 9 �t 9.5% 
3% 4% 5% 
483. 340 113 
1967 
88% 
12.:-t 
268 
13 
Yearly Average · 12.5% 11.4% 
. 
d 11. 2,, .11. 7'} 11. 5% 
�o th..r�ugh. 13 • .5 · 
Hard. Red Hil'lter 'Wheat 
-85% . 97% - 90;� 92% 01.,_c.1 .I /o 
�J . 6  and up 1.5% 3c1 10% 8% 6% /J 
Number of Samples 230 288 179 186 248 
Yoar]y Average 12.4% 11.4% 12. o{b 10 . 6% 11. 3% 
2 2 6 9 3 0  
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UN I.VERS ITY UBRA 
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Dockage 
Dockage is expressed as percent b-'.f weight and consists o:f all 
material that can be readily removed bJ appropriate cleanfug devices . 
It consists primarily of dirt , chaff , fragments of wheat heads , 
coarse grams and weed seed. To the buyer dockage represents 
:material tli...at must be removed before grading and milling . To the 
elevator manager it n1eans ei�her a- higher freight bill or an added 
cost of cleaning before shipping . The dockage of Sout}:l Dakota ' s  
wheat varied considerab]y :f:rom year to yero:- (Table 2 ) . Average 
dockage seemed to depend upon the type of season in which the crop 
matured and was harvested. In 1963 stem rust was severe in the 
spring wheat and d.ockage was high. In 1965 stem rust hit again , 
this tii:ne in w:mter wr..eat and dockage was more than twice as high as 
the five ye:rr average . The high dockage content of wheat arriving 
at cotmtry elevators i.'l'ld.icated that dockage was a real problem in 
South Dakota 1 s wheat. The dock.age content of winter wr..eat showed 
a d.oimwa.rd trend over the five year period except for 1965 . 
It seemed that farmers in the winter wheat area placed nruch 
more emphasis on delivering d.ockage free wheat than did :farmers in 
the spring wheat area.  However , the elevators did more (?leaning in 
the spring wheat area , due 12artiaJ.:cy- to t:b.e fact that the need for 
cleaning ·was greater . 
The seeds o:f wild buckt-1heat (Po]ygonum convolvolus L. ) _and 
wild. oats (Avena fatua L. ) accormt for _r.ru.ch of the dockage in 
South Dakota 1 s ·rrheat . The eradication of these two weeds would 
eliminate a great portion of the dockage in many areas of the state . 
'fable 2 . S , D , S . U . wheat samples classified according 
to dockage content . 
% Dockage 
Average 
Av.erage 
1963 
L� . 14% 
2 , 8/.}% 
190+ 
3 . 82% 
1965 
Spring 1·lheat 
2 . 15% 
� !inter Wheat 
1,.52% J . 9o% 
-Thousand Kernel Weight 
1966 
4- . 67''=6 
1. 22% 
Thousand 1<:Grnel weight is simply the 1-!eight in bi-r ams of 
1967 
1 . 71% 
, 72% 
1000 kernels of wheat . It is a function of kernel size and 
density. Inasmuch as large dense kernels normally have a J:ligh:er 
ratio of endosperm to nonendosperm components than do smaller less 
dense kernels , it is .a. good index of percent of flour yield . The 
average thousand kernel weight of U,  S ,  hard red spring and hard 
red winter. whe�t is. about 28 grar11s--with spring wheat averaging 
slightly lighter ( 10 ) • Data. on thousru1d kernel weight o_f 
South Dakota ' s 1-rheat were limited to the 1967 crop ·which was above 
average .  In 1967 the weight per thousand kernels averaged 
28 , 60 grams for ha.rd red spring whca.t and J0 . J+5 grams for ha.rd r.ed. 
winter wheat . This i-rould be considered excellent as .fa.i.. as wheat 
quality i s  concerned . 
Test Weight 
Test weight is determined on the basis of dockage free wheat 
and is a measure of the -weight per bushel. Test weight is another 
indication of flour extraction. However , above 57 pounds per 
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bushel the test _ weight of wheat has relatively little influence on 
flour mill:ing yield . At weights below 57 pound s ,  flour yields 
usually fall off rapidly (10 ) ! The test weight of South Dakota ' s  
spring wheat varied great]y from yea:r to yea:r (Table J )  and averaged 
below 57 pound_s per bushel :in two of the last five years . Stem rust 
epidemics cut sha.:rp]y into the test weight of spring wheat in 1963 
and v,r.i.nter wheat in 1965 . Ear]y sea_son drought conditions combined 
·with abnormally hot weather caused the spring wheat crop to show a 
low test weight in 1966 . The te st weight of ·winter wheat a1so 
varied considerab]y from year to year but the five year average was 
acceptable for number one wheat (Table 4• ) .  
ProteLY} Content 
Protein content is an indication to the buyer of Hhat the 
baking perfor:rr...ance of the wheat will be . Protein content is not a . 
grading factor but is an ii��ortant factor to the miller . Though 
onJy three years  of data were availe.ble , it is evident that the 
protein content of South Dakota ' s  wheat varied cons_iderably from 
year to year (Table 5 ) . 
Table J. s .n.s.u. sprmg wheat samples classified. according 
to · test weight per bushel. 
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Pounds per Trieoretical % of Sa.'nnles i11 each grade b.v ;Lem:." 
E£:ade 1 1963 1964 1965 1966 .1967 bushel . 
· 60 or better 1 heavy 8. 3 15 . 9  13 . 5  1. 8 63 . 8  
58 thru 59. 9 l 20. 0  36 .4 32 . 1  19. 5 23 . 1  
57 thru 57. 9 2 9. 5 15. 2  18. 5  15 . 0  6 . 7 
55 thru 56 . 9  3 17 . 7 17.4 23 . J  27 .4  5 , 2 
53 thru 54, 9  4 21+. 8 8 . 3  8 . 8 16. 8  0 . 8  
50 th.-r-u 52 . 9 5 16 . 0  5 . 6 3 . 2  16 . 8  0. 4  
Below 50 Sar.--nple grade 3 , 7  1 .2  o . 6 2 . 7 o . o 
Year]y average :in 
pounds per bushel 55 . 5  57 . 5  57 . 5 55 . 5  60 . 0  
1 Hereafter theoretical grade shall be the grade as affected 
onJy by the grading factor be:ing discussed, 
Table 4. s .n. s.u. lri...:ntel" wheat sa..111ples classH�ied according 
to test weight per bushel. 
Pounds per Theoretical ,s of Samples ;n each grade b-t iea:r 
bushel g_;:ade l9b3. 1964 l9b5 l9bb 1967 
62 or better 1 hee..v.r :n. o 51.4 1. 7 · - 47 . 8  73.4  
60 thru 61, 9  1 J0.4 2 9. 9  12.3 36. 6 2 1. 0  
.58 tb:ru 59� 9 ·2 14-. 3  16 . 3  2 1. 2  11. 8 3. 6 
56 thru 57 . 9 . 3 10. 4, 1. 7 2 1. 2  3 . 8  1 . 2  
54 thru 55 . 9  4 6. 9 0 . 7 14. 0  o. o o.4 
51 thru 53 . 9  5 0 . 9 o. o  15 . 1  o. o  o. o 
Belon .5l Sample grade o. o o. o JJ.t , 5 o. o O.Lr, 
Yearly average :in 
60 . 5  61. 7 pounds per bushel 55 , 96 61. 68 62 . 5  
Year 
Table 5. s .n . s . u. survey of state averages of percent 
protein content for spring and winter wheat 
from 1965 to 1967. 
Protein % of 
Ha.rd Red Sprino-
13. 57 
16.41+ 
13. 29 
Damaged Kernels 
Protein 10 of 
Hard Red H:inter 
10. 69 
14. 69 
12. 77 
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Damaged. kernels a:-ce composed primarily of sprouted. kern0ls, 
fungus daJT1..aged. kernels , and immature green colored kernels. They 
represent material that is of low baldng value or material that will 
be removed :i.n cleaning . Neither darn.aged kernels nor heat damaged 
kernels were found. to affect the grade of South Dakota ' s  wheat 
except for such a small nu...'l'i'lber of samples that they would not 
readiJ.y be sh01m in a table . 
Foreign Hateria.l 
Foreign material is detern.ined as percent of the sar71ple by 
weight after the removal of docl-::a.ge . It consists of all rnatte1" 
other than wheat which is not · sepa:rated in the proper determination 
of d.ockage (33 ) .  This naterial is_ of concern to the processor 
because it 1-;ill be milled with the uheat , The forei5n mate�ial in 
South Dakota ' s  ·wh0at is composed large]y of wild buck:·rheat seed. 
and the car.ropsis of ·wild oats. I0Je was also found in a few 
samples. In 1967 , 8% of the sai.uples would not have met the 
requirements for number one wheat because foreign material was too 
high. This is not to sa:y that foreign material was the "factor 
that determined grad.e r t in eight percent of the samples. (The 
grading factor that puts the SRLuple :int� the lowest grade is 
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said to be the "factor that determines grade. " For example , if a 
sample contains o . 60% foreign material and 6 . 0% shrunken and broken 
kernels , the latter determines the grade because it would cause the 
sample to grade number three wheat while o.6% foreign material would 
on]y cause the sample to grade number two wheat )  (See Appendix 
Table 1) . Table 6 indicates that the foreign material content 
varies some,;.rhat from yea:r to year but generally stays below the 
limits for number one wheat. 
These data 1-rou.ld indicate that although foreign material 
cannot be :i.gnored. , it is not a major problem in South Dakota ' s  
wheat. 
Table 6. s. n � s . u. state averaces of percent foreign ·material 
· for spring and w:inter irheat. 
Yem .. 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
0. 39;; 
0. 30% 
o. 525� 
o.487t 
o. 42;� 
Ha.rd Red Winter 
O. L1-6'fb 
0 .- 37% 
o. 6.55; 
0 . 12,1 
0 . 32 %  
Sln.•u.nken D.11.d Broken Kernels 
Shrunken and broken kernels are determined on the basis of 
dookage free wheat. They are sh01m as percent by weight , and 
' consist pr:i..mariJ.Jt of broken a.."-'ld shriveled wheat that will pass 
through a 0 .  06!:, x 3 /8 inch o blone hole sieve (33 ). Shrunken and 
broken kernels are general]y removed U.f clean:ing before wheat is 
milled. 
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Data in Table 7 indicated that South Dakota ' s  wr...eat was high :in 
percent of shr"unkon and broken kernels and the averages fluctuated 
consid.erab1y :from ye:xr to year. Shriveled kernels were especialJ.y 
high uhe11 disease or drought prevailed d�ing the fill:ing period. 
Cracking and. breald.ng of kernels results from handling wheat at low 
moisture content and. from i111proper setting of the combine (5 , 35 ) . 
Shrunken and broken kernels uas the factor that most often 
determ:ined the grD..de of South Dakota ' s  wheat. Mu.ch more research 
is needed to overcorr.e this loss to the wheat producer. 
Total Defects 
Total defects is deterrnined ' by  ad.d:ing together the total of the 
three grading factors :  (1) damage , (2 ) foreign material, and 
(3 ) shru.11ken and broken !<:erneis. TotaJ. defects sets a limit for 
these factors added together. In 1967 total defects was the factor 
t1'..at determined grade in 205; of the samples that did not grade 
number one. Percent of total . defects varied greatly from yea:r to 
year as seen :i.n Table 8. 
Table 7. s .n. s .  u. ·wheat samples classified according 
to percent of shrunken and broken kernels . 
% of shrunken Theoretical ib of Sa.inples trl y_ear 
and broken grade 1963 1964 1965 1966 
� � Spring Wheat 
O tbru J l 93. 2 49. 3 74. 1  78. 8 
J .l  thru .5 2 6. 2 27. 1 19.4 12.4  
5. 1 and above 3 to sample o. 6  23. 6  6 • .5 8. 8 
grade 
Yearly average 1.41 3. 83 2. 29 2. 26 
Ha.rd. Red Winter Wheat 
- -
0 thru 3 1 9.5. 2 90. 3  65.4  9.5. 7  
J. l  thru 5 2 4.4 7. 3 13.4  J. 2 
5 .1  and above 3 to sample o.4 2.4 21. 2 1. 1 
grade 
Yearly average 1. 31 2. 37 3. 37 0. 83 
Table �.  s .n. s .u. wheat samples classified accord:ing to 
percent of total defects--state averages .  
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1967 
58. 6  
25.4  
16. 0 
J.l 
78. 2 
17. 7 
4. 1 
2 . 2  
Year Hard Red Spring % of total defects 
Hard Red W:inter 
% of total defects 
1964 
196.5 
1966 
1967 
Four yea:r average 
4. 20 
. 2. 92 
2 . 86 
J. 6l!-
2. 72 
2. 68 
4� 19 
1 � 01 
2. 7.5 
2 . 12· 
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C ontrasting Classes 
Contrasting classes refers to the rnix:ing of other classes of 
wheat with the cla.ss being graded . Dur11..i.t1 constitutes a c ontrasting 
class :in the bread wheat classes . Over the five yea:r average, 
on]y 2% of the spring wheat contained contra sti1'lg classes :in 
sufficient a.nounts to affect grade . No contrast:ing classes were 
found :in the winter wheat. 
Subclass 
Subclasses indicate percent of dark hard a..11d vitreous kernels 
which are most desirable for milling . Dark Northern Spril'lg Hheat , 
for example , must contain 75% or more of dark ha.rd and vitreous 
kernels . Kernel vitreousness is the grain inspector ' s  estimate of 
milling performa ... l1.ce or high protein content ( 2 ) . Hheat subject to 
high moisture at harvest or grmm on land low :in nitrogen will 
often have a low percentage of vitreous kernels .  Vitreous kernel 
content of the South Da}mta wheat varied considerably from yeax to 
yetrr (Table 9) . 
Nu.i.iJ.erical· G1•ade 
.A n1..Ui:1erical grade is plaqed on each wheat sample . It 
represents the minir;ro.m in market quality at a grade level because 
of one or more grad:i._r1g factors . As seen in Table 10 the percent 
falling into each grade vai ..i8d from year to ye:xr .  Tnconsistency in 
Table 9. s .n. s . u. wheat samples classified accord.mg 
to subclass • . 
Subclass 1963 1964 1965 1966 
Hard Red Spring 
Dark Northern Spring 40% 7L1,% 85% 79% 
Northern Spring 26% 16% ·J.Y' 15% p 
Red Spring J4d 10% 41 6<1/o ,, I I 
Hard. Red Winter -- -
Dark Hard Winter .59% 72% 49% 95% 
Hard Winter 28;; 211; Jo% 4c11 
Yellow Hard Winter 13% 7�i 21% ld p 
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1967 
96% 
41 
� 
78% 
1�i 
3% 
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grade is readiJy expla:ined. °b'J the large variation from year to year 
in the factors that d.ete1"'mine g-.cade . 
Table 10. S.D. S.U, ·wheat samples classified. accord:ing 
• to grade. 
Grade 1963 
l heavy * 
l 23. 8% 
2 heavy * 
2 12.2% 
3 heavy * 
3 18. 9;i 
4 24. 3)6 
5 � 16. J/o 
Sample grade 4 , 5f� 
l heavy * 
l 60 , 9{.i  
2 .heavy * 
2 15 , 2% 
3 heavy * · 
J lJ. 5% 
7. 8�  
5 0 . 9;& 
Sample grade 1 . 7% 
* Data not available. 
1961+ · 1965 1966 
Hard Red Spring Wheat 
9. 7% * 0. 9% 
20. 3% 25. 5% 11. 5% 
* * o . 0%, 
25. g:} 27.4% 11. 7% 
* * o . 9}6 
25. 5% J0. 1% 28. 3% 
9- �  11. 7% 20.5% 
7. 3% 3. 5,i 16.7% 
1.4;6 1. 8% J. 5% 
Hard Red lf:i.nter Wheat -- --
* * 4lr. 6% 
68. 1% 10. 6% J2. 8;t 
* * 0. 5% 
18. ,3,� 20. 7% 12, Lr% * * 0 , 6% 
8. ?;i 22 . 3% 5 , <J;o 
3. 8% 15. 1% 2 � 7Jb 
o. 7% 14. 0% · 0.5% 
o.4% . 17 , 3�& o. O;i 
28. 6% 
ll.85i 
23. 1% 
12. 2% 
8. 1% 
9, 6% 
6. 0% 
0 • .31� 
0. 3% 
47. 6% 
16. 1% 
19.4% 
6. 5% 
J. 6% 
3 , 2% 
2. 8% 
0. 0% 
0. 8% 
Data presented. thus far have :indicated that quality fa.ctors :in 
South Dakota I s wheat varied from year to yea:r. Perhaps -more import­
ant is the comparison of South Dakota "s wheat to that grown ih 
other areas . Data in Ta.ble · n  show 1967 state averages of eight 
factors and. grade for North and South Dakota. spring wheat . The 
North Dakota data were compiled. by tr.ie North Dakota Department of 
�CTiculture from samples ta.ken at elevators and from farm bins .  
The S outh Dakota Crop and Livestock Report:ing Service data were 
used :m this comparison. 
These data revealed that North Dakota ' s  spring wheat graded 
higher , contained. les s  dockage , feJrer shrunken and broken kernels , 
and. a smaller percentage of foreign material than did. the sp1--:i.ng 
wheat produced. in South Dakota in 1967. 
Table ll. Comparison of the pcysical quality of the 1967 
spring ·wheat crops from North and South Dakota. 
Factor 
Grade 
No. l 
No . 2 
Under No . 2 
Test Height 
Moisture 
Protein 
Shrunken and Broken 
Dam.aged Kernels· 
Foreign Haterial 
Total Dafects 
Dockage 
Less than 0.51; 
o. 55� - o .  � 
4 1. Oi;) - or over 
North Dakota l 
State Averages 
71. %_ 
24.1% 
4. 0% 
59. 7 lbs . per bushol 
11.3% 
15 . 0% 
2 . 3% 
o . 2% 
0 . 2% 
. 2. 7% 
53 . 7% 
19. 0% 
27. 3% 
South Dakota 2 
State Averages 
45. 5% 
42. 6% 
ll. 9% 
59.4 lbs .  per bushel 
11. 2% 
14. 65& 
2. 8% 
0 . 1%  
0. 5% 
3 . 3% 
8 . �b 
29. 0;� 
63 .  0;'& 
1 These data were furnished through tr..e courte s-J of the 
North Dakota Department of Agriculture (.Arne Dahl, Commissioner ) ,  
Bisrna.rck, North Dakota , a.'t'ld are not for publication. 
2 Data from the South Dakota Crop and Livestock Reporting 
Service. 
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Davis (5) , and Zeman and Jolmson (35) , ha.Ye sugge sted several 
weys to :improve the quality of the wheat . The following suggestions 
include several of their reconmiendations :  
1. Reduce wheat of other classes by :  
A. Planting clean seed. 
B. Keep:ing the cleanmg equipment and bins free of 
1·1heat of other class_es •. 
c. Do not "Patch" killed out winter wheat ·with 
spring 1-rheat unless you cut the patches out 
separate]y. 
2. Reduce the moisture content to about 12%. 
A. St-rath to hasten :maturity a..11d drying. 
B .  start the combj_'l1e later ea.ch rnorn:ing and stop 
earlier in the evening . 
3.  Reduce the total defects by :  
A. Run.,.·--dng the cylinder only fast enough to effectively 
separate the grain . High cylinder speeds cause. a 
high percent of b-.coken kernels . 
B. Use the pro:)er sieve open:ings and air voltL�e to 
avoid over load:L'l1g the straw walker and sieve s .  
C,. Ad. just the combj_11e not on]y for each crop but also ·:for each fiold. 
D .  .Adjust the . concaves as  temperature a...11d hu.:."1'dd.ity 
changes occur. 
E.  Handle the gram as  little _ as  po ssible to reduce 
kernel breakage .. Augers shouJ.d . not have excessive 
clee.ra.:."'lce betueen tr..o screw a.."'ld hous; ng .  
F .  Do not attempt to get every kernel. Find.ing 
about one kernel :in every fifteen :heads on a 
d;r:y- ye.ex and one :in every five heads on a wet 
year :indicates that cyl:inder loss is about 
right .  Jowever , :in well standing clean grain , 
losses should not exceed 2%. 
G. Use 1'pre-cle8.ners 1 ' to reduce foreign material 
and shrunken and broken kernels . 
H, Practice good weed control, 
4, 1-f.a:d.In:ize test weight and yield by ha.ryest:Ll1.g at the proper 
t;T;te , .After a. field reaches maturity , te st weight dro:?s 
about ¼ pound pe� bushel per day and. shatter:ing increases 
about twelve pounds dai]y per acre . 
5 ,  Reduce storage damage (if stored on the farm) , 
A. Spray storage areas to reduce insect levels. 
B, Do not store dirty ·wheat. The red flour beetle 
(Tribolui..--n castaneun) :increases rapidJ.y as dockage 
increases from O. J% to 4. 5% (14) . 
c.  Do not store 1-rheat that is above 13 , 5% moisture. 
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If these recommendations are closely followed , the producer znay 
realize a higher grade and price . 
_Comparisons of Hheat Corr.1ng Int o Elevat ors 
Uit h 1--!11eat Being Shipped Out of Elevat ors 
In t his portion of the st udy , an at t empt was made t o  fi.11d 
changes in uheat qualit y t ho.t occurred during handl:mg . Whea.t 
being d elivered t o  elevat ors by farr;.eTs (referred t o  a_s wheat 
conri.ng in) 1·rn.s compared to wheat being shipped from t he sarr..e 
elevators (referred t o  as out Going wheat ) ,  OnJ.y_ tuent y-five 
elevat ors were used in t h:i.s analysis uhich differed .from t he 
comparisons in which stat e a verage s were used, 
The analysis 111dicated t hat the dock.age o.f wheat coming int o 
t he elevat ors wa.s significant ly higher t han t hat being shipped out 
by rail (Table 12 ) , It is possible t hat t he elevat or s considered. 
in t he analysis did mor.e cleaning t hus removing more dockage t han 
did t he average elevator, 
The t est ·ueight o:f the 1-rheat go:h1g int o elevat ors uas 
significantly higher . t han t be t est _ weight of wheat going out 
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(Table 12 ) .  Under current ·conditions wheat comes in · so rapidly 
c.h.1ri11g t he harvest · t hat 1nruiy el�vat ors cannot keep wheat of widely 
different qualit ies separate , Consequent ly, wheat of d ifferent t est 
Height s a.re ni.i.."'-Ced. However , the difference in t est weight bet ween 
wheat coming in and going out rernains largely unexplained . In 
cornpm."ing t he s . n. s . u . and t he C & L stat e average s (Table 13) ,  it 
can 1:)c seen t hat i11cor1ing wheat is higher in t est weight . This is 
consist ent wit h t he analysis . 
Table 12.  Results of the analysis of variance of six quality 
factors compari'rlg wheat coning in versus wheat being 
shipped out of twenty..:five elevators m South Dakota 
during the 1967 crop yeru:.-. 
Mean of 1 Mean of Statistical 
Quality Incoming Outgoing Comparj.son 
Factor Wheat Wheat of Mean 
1. Dockage 1. 20% 1. 06% ** 
2. Test Weight 61. 23 lbs/bu 60 . 73 lbs /bu ** 
J. Damaged Kernels 0 . 139 0 . 079 ** 
4. Foreign Nateriru. 0. 306% o.476% ** 
5 . Shrunken a11d Broken 1. 781� 1. 74% ** 
6. Total Defects J . 15% · 3 . 16% NS 
1 These �a...11s are in the orig"inal units of measure a.."1d. all · 
tests of s.ignifica._11.ce were · carried out using transf O!'!r.£3d data. 
*,� - significa:."'1tly different �t the 1% level. 
NS ..: not signif1.can:t1y different . 
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Table ]J . Co!.llpa.rison of 1967 state averag0s for the S .D . s . u .  Survey 
repre sent:h1g vrheat coming jnto the elevators a...'rld the 
Crop and Live stock Reporting Serv:i.c0 Sn ... vey repre sentj_ng 
wheat bc:ing ship?3d out of elevators .  
Test Height 
Hoisture % 
r.,...coteiri 1 ' 
Grade : No . 1 
i'Jo . 2 
}To , 3 
No . l1, f') 5 f') e:...: C..; 
Sample Grade 
Docknge :  o . o - 0 . 50 
0 , 51 - 0 . 99 
1. 0 & above 
Dar:ia.ged Kex·nels : 
Foreign Naterial : 
Sbru..nkon & Broken : 
Total Defects : 
Subclass : 
Dark 1-TorthGrn Spr-i i1f; 
}[orthern Spr:i11g 
Rod Spring 
Spri.,i�· 
s . n . s . u .  
60 . 0 
lbs/bu 
1 11 . 55:) 
13 .  3)j 
4CJ;b 
35� 
1Ef1 ;:J 
7% 
15�; 
2LIJ:.1 , , J  
61% 
0. 13% 
0. l.J.2-;b 
".) 1(,1 .) . /) 
3 64,-1 • . I.) 
96 . 27;� 
3 7""-1 • .)/J 
. o .  00;� 
:-lt1eat 
Crop t.._?; 
Live-
stock 
59 . 4  
lbs/bu 
11 . 25; 
14 , 6�b 
45% 
JJ,J{' . , :; 
10% 
q'& 
84 -;.) 
29% 
6,-yf .),') 
0. 1% 
0 . 5% 
2 �-t • 7JS 
3 . 3% 
W:l!--iter 
s . n. s . u .  
62 . 5  
lbs/bll 
11 . 3%  
12 .  8/., 
6� 
26c� I 
7:/ ,o 
¥1 j'J 
51+% 
281 I 
1 8'='1 - p 
0 . 23% 
0 ' 3"'11 . • C./? 
2 2ar • /J 
2 .  75;'s 
71') ?2-1 o. - ;?
19. 35� 
2 . 42,S 
Hheat 
Crop 
Live-
stock 
61 . 5  
lbs/bu 
11 . 5% 
]2 .  7% 
76% 
19% 
4cfb ' 
3% 
Lt-11� 
4J<;b 
161 ' ' 
o r1 . ' .) 
0 . 5% 
2 . af; 
2 . -6% 
-
· J1 
\'1heat coming into elevators was shovm to be significant]y higher 
in shrunken and broken kernels than that leavmg the elevators 
(Table J2) . This is consistent w'ith comparisons of state averages 
of' the S .  D.  s. U • . and the C & L surveys . The lO't·rer percentage of 
s�ken and broken ke1--nels in wheat com:lllg out of the elevators 
served as further evidence that clea.ning did occur before shipment 
at many elevators ;  The degree of- cleaning depended. upon the 
standards set by the elevator operators .  Several ele-vator managers 
have expre ssed the opinion t!'.a.t their cleaners were getting the 
wheat · ''too clean". 
There was a significantly smaller percentage of dai"Jla.ged 
kernels in the ·wheat being shipped from the elevators th�11 that 
received fron fa,rj,�ers (Table J2) . This suggested. that some darr...aged 
kernels were removed. in cle2..n:L-rig. 
There ·was a reversal in the trend. when foreign ni...ateriaJ. ·was 
observed. The a.i'11ount of foreign material being shipped out l•ras 
significantJy higher thnn :in wheat· received by the elevators 
(Table J2 ),. The :resvJ.ts of this ��zysis ·were r.mch trie S8.i71e as the 
comparison of the s.D . s .u . and the C & L state averages (Table lJ ) . 
Foreign material is all matter other than wheat ·which :is not removed 
:in tho proper detorm:ination o_f dockage . It represents ·uh.at !'e:mains 
:in the wheat after the wheat has been clea..Tled and is ready :ro:r 
milling . It is possible that 1n taking in several kinds of' grain, 
eleve.tors could be inadvertent1y m:L"\.r:ing a small c>.r,A)unt of' r-;je ,  f'or 
example , :into the wheat. 
No signilicant difference bctt-reen incoming and outgoing wheat 
in the percent of total defects was noted. Total defects are 
compo sed. of damaged. kernels , foreign material, and shrunken and 
broken kernels . Here it seems that these facto1 ... s have balanced 
each other to show no significance . 
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Comparisons of grad.es of sa.raples used in the ana]ysis indicate 
that a greater percentage of. the 11"heat being shipped out graded 
nUJ.-uber two or higher , t:han did the wheat coming into elevators .  
N:inety..:five percent of the spring wheat and ninety..:eight percent of 
the winter 't·rheat being shipped out graded number two or higher while 
on]y 74. 75� of the spring wheat �d 89. 7% of the w:inter wheat coming 
:in graded. nmnber two or higher (Table JJ:-) � The trends observed :in 
this comparison are :much the sa.rii..e as tho se of state averages f'or 
inconrlng and outgomg wheat . The fact that the wheat being shipped 
out graded higher may be attributed primarily to the higher percent� 
age of shrunken and broken kernels in the incoming wheat. It J:,...as 
been the e:::q-.;erience of this author· that sri..runken and. broken kernels 
is the gracli:ng · factor that most f�equent]y affects ·grade .  Cleaning 
will remove a portion of. the shrunken and broken kernels , thus 
explaining the difference indicated in the _analysis . 
Protein content was not �aJ.yzed. State averages sho1m bi.J the 
C & L and the s .n . s . u .  reports indicate no definite trend. (Table 13) . 
The comparison of the incoming ver sus outgoing wheat would var.J 
with the tirne the sui-.;ey was taken during harvest .  Hanagers s ay  that 
when they get beill-1"1.d they are unable to clean the grain befo�e 
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shipping it . 
. Table - ll.f. . Grade distribution of samples used. for analysis of 
incoming and outgo:L.11.g wheat for the 1967 wheat crop. 
Grade 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Sample Grade 
Incom:ing Wheat 
Sr.xr-ing W:h1ter 
67 ,  ?fb -
d 22 ,  O}o . 
c1.. 8, ?p 
0, 8% 
0, 0% 
0 , 8% 
Outgoing Wheat 
Spring Winter 
41, 7% 
53 . 9% 
4.4% 
0. 05& 
0. 5% 
o. 0% 
79, 8% 
18 . 6% 
1. 7% 
0 , 0% 
0 , 0% 
· 0 . 0% 
In general, this study :indicated that the overall qualit-.1 of 
the wheat being shipped. out of elevators is higher than the quality 
of wheat received from the growers . Much of this djffe:rence is 
believed to be due to the clean:ing that occurs in the elevators 
sampled., 
Comparison of t he Quality o:f Spring and Hint er Wheat 
The recent i11t:roduct ion of more wint er hardy variet ies of 
wint er wheat coupled wit h new ideas in cult m"al pract ice s  have 
:unproved. t he  pot ent ial of wint er wheat :in Sout h Dakot a. Ba.sic 
t o  t he decision of whet her t o  grow spring or wint er wheat is t he 
quest ion of qualit y. A dist inct quality adva.Y1t age for one class 
of wheat over t l1e ot her could be t he deciding fact or • 
.A compa.rison of t he qualit y of spring and wint er wheat using 
st at e  .·averages from t he 1967 dat a as compiled. at S.D.S, u. (Table 15 ) , 
showed t hat spr:i11g wheat cont a:ined one percent more d.ocka.ge t han 
did wint er wheat . The cost of ha.ul:ing this extra one percent of 
t he 39 million bushel S}:l"Ci.'rlg 't·rhea.t crop t o  t he elevat or (at five 
cent s per bushel ) was �197 , 610. :r-:ore import ant is t he cost of 
cleaning t his high d.ockage ·wheat and shipping t :ha.t port ion of' 
t he dockage t hat is not .removed. · The difference of O. 1% in :foreign 
mat erial is i.�port a.�t , because foreign mat erial represent s mat t er 
ot her t ha.ri wheat t hat ·will be milled for :flour . 
Spr:h"lg wheat · averaged 0. gfo. higher in s:b..runken a.nd broken 
kex·nels t han did ·wint er wheat . This is enough t o  make t he 
difference bet ween grade number one and nurilber two g-rade wheat . 
Alt hough bot h classe s  of wheat will average heavy, t he winter wheat 
at 62.5 pounds per bushel again has a..."l'l �d.ge over spring wheat at . 
60 pounds. (Spring ·wheat need only show .58 pounds per bushel t o  
grade nuraber one , while wint er wheat must weigh 60 pounds. ) 
Table 15. Comparison of spr:ing and 1-r:L.�ter wheat for six qualivJ 
factors and grade using state averages from. the 1967 
S .D . s .u. Survey. 
Hard Red Hard Red. 
SErin� Wheat W:i.nter Uheat 
Dock.age l, ?fa 0. 72:;o 
Foreign Material 0 ,42% 0. 32% 
Shrunken and 
Broken Kernels J , lOJb 2.2% 
Test Weight 60, 0 lbs/bu 62.5 lbs/bu 
Damaged Kernels 0. 13% 0. 23% 
Prote:i.n 13. 29% 12. 77% 
Grade � J.l1 JO lll Each Grade Each Grade 
No. l 40-. 67 63 . 71 
No. 2 34.45 25 .81 
No. · 3 17. 91 6 ,85 
No. 4 5 . 97 2. 82 
No. 5 0 ,37 o . oo 
S�7lple g-.cade 0.37 · 0.81 
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Spring wheat showed 0 . 1% fewer damaged kernels than winter 
wheat. Although darn.aged kernels can be important , they are seldom 
the factor that determines grade in South Dakota wheat . Up to 2% 
dam.aged. kernels can be present before the wheat drops a grade • 
.Neither the state average of spring wheat at 0 . 13% nor winter 
wheat at 0 . 2J% damaged kernels would. be considered. serious . 
Together , the above me�tioned. factors account for 23% more of 
the winter wheat grading number one than the spring wheat . 
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The results of this survey showed. that spr:ing wheat was higher 
in protein than winter wheat by 0 . 52%. High protein is one of the 
most important quality aspects . The higher protein m spring wheat 
is the reason for its receiving a premium · in the cash market . Data 
compiled. by the Doty Laboratories (6 ) as presented. in Tables 24 and 
25 show the protein content of spring and winter wheat from several 
states for the years of 1965 through 1967.  The protein content o·f 
South Dakota ' s  spring wheat averaged below the protein content of 
spring wheat grown in North Dakota and Montana when whea�s of equal . 
test wei[;ht were compared. The average protein content of 
South Dakota I s winter wheat was. above tl1e three yea:r averages shoT,m 
for r{onta.na , Kansas , and Nebraska. 
In the foregoing comparisons of spring and winter wheat , using 
data from the s . D . s .u .  survey , there is one recognized falla�J.  It 
is realized. tli..at the spring and w1nter wheat being compared may not 
be grown in the same area. To overcome this fallacy a comparative 
ana]ysis was carried out between the quality of spr:ing and winter 
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wheat grmm within certa:in countie s in South Dakota , Seven quality 
factors were compared in eleven counties .  The counties included were 
Spink, Hand, Faulk, Potter , Perldns , Butte , Sul]y , eyde ,  Hughe s ,  
Stanley , and Haakon, Data on car load lots from the C & L were used 
for the comparison. 
Dockage was higher in the spring wheat in all countie s and was 
significantly higher in Sp�k, Hand, Perld.ns , Butte , Sully , Hughes ,  
Sta..'l'lley , and Haakon counties (Table 16 ) . 
Winter wheat was significantly higher in test weight in Haakon, 
Hand, . Butte , Stanley , Sully , Hughes ,  and Hyde counties (Table 17) . 
Spink County shm-red a higher test weight for uinter wheat than ·for 
spring wheat but the difference was not significant , 
The percentage of shrunken and broken kernels was higher in 
spring wheat than :in winter wheat in all counties .  This difference 
was statistically significant in all counties except Faulk (Table 18 ) ,  
Winter wheat was generally higher in da."1:laged kernels than 
spring wheat but the difference was on]y significant in Spink, 
Stanley , a.i."1.d Hughes countie s (Table 19) . 
Forei� material ·content wo.s generally higher in the winter 
wheat than in the spring wheat (Table 20) . Differences 1-rere 
significant i.,,-.,, Spink, Haakon� Hand mid Sul]y- counties .  This is the 
onJy reversal fron1 trends indicated. by state average s  (Table 15) . 
In the state average s spring wheat is higher in foreign material . 
The percentage of total defects (Table 21) is higr..er in the 
sprmg 1-1heat in all counties .  This difference is significant in 
Table 16. Comparative ana]ysis of the percent of d.ockage fotmd in 
spring and winter wheat in eleven South Dakota counties .  
Statistical 
County Mean of Mean of Comparison 
W:inter 1-lheat Spring Wheat of' Means 
1. Sp:i.nk 1. 015% 1.559% ** 
2 .  Haakon 0 .534% 1. 693% ** 
:l . Hand o. 668% 1. 762�'6 ** 
4. · Potter 0. 961+% 1. 008% NS 
5. Faulk 0. 356% 0. 588% NS 
6. Perkins o. OSJ;i 0. 710% ** 
7. Butte 0 . 962% 1. 664% * 
8. Stanley 0 .542% l. Jl}916 ** 
9. Su.Dy 0. 561% 1.237% ** 
10. Hughes 0 . 745% 1.471% ** 
11. Hyde 2 . 092% 2. 583% NS 
* significe.nt]y di:fferent at the 5% level. 
** - significa.�tJ.y different at the 15i level. 
NS ..: not significantly different . 
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-Table 17 •· Comparative anaJysis of the test weight of spring and 
1r.inter wheat :in eleven Sou-_t.h Dakota counties.  
Statistical 
Cou..'Ylty Mean of Mean of Comparison 
Winter Wheat -- Spr:ing Wheat of Means 
1. Spink 60. 91 lbs/bu 60. 55 lbs/bu NS 
2.  Haakon 60 . 91 lbs/bu .59. 21 lbs/bu ** 
J. .Hand 60. 93 lbs/bu .59. Jl lbs/bu ** 
4. Potter .59. 61 · 1bs/bu 60. 31 lbs/bu NS 
. 5. Faulk 59 . 60 lbs/bu 60. 10 lbs/bu NS 
6. Perkins 60. 00 lbs/bu 60. 18 lbs/bu NS 
7. Butte 61. 68 lbs/bu 59. 98 lbs/bu ** 
8. stanley 61. 28 lbs/bu .59. 68 lbs/bu ** 
9. Sully 60. 26 lbs/bu 58.  8!} lbs /bu ** 
10. Hughes 61. 20 lbs/bu .58. 58 lbs/bu ** 
11. · lzy-d.e 60. 67 lbs/bu 59. 27 lbs/bu · * 
* ..:  significantly different at the 5% level. 
*:i� _; significantly different at the 17� level. 
NS ..: not significant. 
Table 18. Comparative a..11.aJ.ysis of the percent of shrunken and 
broken kernels foUi.""ld. in sprii.""lg a.nd ·winter wheat in 
eleven South Dakota counties. 
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Statistical 
l. 
2 . 
J. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
County Mean of' 
Winter lJheat 
Spink 2. 279'/v 
Haakon 2. 0825& 
Hand 1.574% 
Potter 2. 342�& 
Fa.uJ.k . 2. 173% 
- Perldns 2. 272 %  
Butte 2 . 893% 
stanley 2. 157% 
Sully 2. 206% 
Hugt..es 1 9741 • ' I . 
Hyde 1.40% 
oh 
"I' - significant]y different 
** sign:i.f'icantJ.y di:rferent 
Mean of 
Spring Wheat 
2. 707')0 
3 . 2 06% 
3. 756% 
3.2 2 5% 
2. L1-005b 
2. 831% 
4. 028% 
3.548% 
3. 385% 
J . 92.3% 
J. 004% 
�t the 5% level. 
a.t the 17& level. 
NS _: not sig,-nifica.'>"ltJ.y di.ff erent. 
Comparison 
of Memis 
* 
** 
** 
** 
NS 
* 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
Table 19. Comparative ana.J.ysis of' the percent of' damaged kernels 
:round in spr:ing and ·winter wheat in eleven South Dakota 
counties. 
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statistical 
County Mean of Mean of Comparison 
lf :inter Hheat Spr:ing Wheat of Mea..11.s 
1. Spink 0. 019% 0. 011% ** 
2 .  Haakon 0 . 017% 0. 01.3% NS 
.3 . Hand. 0 . 018% 0� 01.3% NS 
4 .  Potter o . 0002� 0 . 00.3% NS 
5. Faulk 0. 010% 0. 018% NS 
6 .  Pel:' k:LYls o .  014,'0 o. oos�i NS 
7 .  Butte 0 . 0047:; 0. 004% NS 
8 . Stanley 0. 017% 0. 00.3% ** 
9. SulJy 0 . 007% o .  004)� NS 
10 . Ht.1.g�cs o. Ol8;'b 0. 004% ** 
11. Hyde 0 . 01.3,'b 0 , 007% NS 
. 
signi:ficant]y d; �ferent at the 1% level • ** -
NS � not siQ1ifi.ca.."1tJ.y d�ferent. 
Table 20� Comparative a.'tlc.uysis of the percent of foreign material 
found. in spr:ing and winter 1-rheat in eleven South Dakota 
counties. · 
Statistical 
County Mean of Mean of Comparison 
Winter 1fueat Spr:i.ng Wheat of Means 
1. Sp:ink 0 . 609% 0. 5067& * 
2. Haakon 0 . 370% 0 . 273% * 
3 .  Hand o. a9�i 0. 502% ** 
L}. Potter o . 3s9p 0 . 382% :MS 
5. Faulk 0 , 673% 0 . 524% MS 
6. Perkins o . J74ib o . 3675� NS 
7. Bu.tte o . 673% 0. 526% NS 
8.  Sta.l'lley 0 . 378% 0 .359% NS 
9. Sully o .435% 0 .356% � ... -r -r-
10. Hu0hes 0 ,  0 , 419% 0 . 385% NS 
11. Izy-de 0, Lr-74% 0 . 621% NS 
* - significa.ntJy different at the 5% level. 
** - significantly di:ffer�nt at the 1% level. 
NS � not significant]y d:if'ferent. 
Table 21. Comparative analysis of the percent of total defects 
found j_'I'). spring and w:i.nter wheat :in eleven South Dakota 
counties. 
4J 
Statistical 
County Mean of Mean of Comparison 
Winter Wheat -- Spring l-11-ieat of Means 
1. Spink .3. 129% .3 • .329% NS 
2 .  Haakon 2. 6.51% J. 584% ** 
.3 . _ Hand 2. 740% l}.464% ** 
4. Potter 2 . 754% 3 . 678% ** 
.5. Faulk 2. 871% 3 . 140% NS 
6. Perldns 2. 798% 3 . 279% NS 
7. Butte 3. 666% 4 6?1d.6 . --, * 
8 . Stanley 2. 740% .3. 961% ** 
9. SulJy 2. 7.33% J . 818% ** 
10. Hughes 2. 608% 4. 3705& *)o'c 
ll. Hyde , ct 2. 047p .3. 735% ** 
* - significantJ.y different a� the 5% level. 
** - significa.i."'lt]y different at the 1% level. 
NS ..: not sig11:uica:ntJ.y dif'ferent 
Haakon , Hand, Potter , Butte , Stanley, Sully, Hughes , and eyd.e 
counties .  
As expected, the protem content (Table 22 ) was significant]y 
higher in the spririg wheat in all counties . 
Table 23 shows a comparison of spring and ·winter 't·theat at 
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four locations using s .n . s .u .  data . The results of this comparison 
were mu.ch the same as the c.o:rnparison of state a,rerage s made ear lier •. 
After considering all comparisons it seems that the overall 
quality of the winter wheat is higher ·than that of spring wheat..:� 
test weight , d.ockage , and shrunken and broken ker11els be:ing the 
primary :factors considered j_ri peysical wheat quality . Corr.parisons 
of :figures l and 2 r.ey help to ex'_t1la:in some of the differences . 
Winter wheat is filling during the period of max::ir.ro.m. precipitation 
but before the period of ma.x:ililt.un tempera.tu.res , 1-rhile spring 1-rheat 
is filling du.ring the period when temperatm .. es a.re highest (15 , 17 ) .  
High temperatures 1-muld keep the kernels in the louer portion of the 
head from filling properly, resu7ting :u:i raore shrUi11ken kernels .  
Test weight could also  be lowere�1 by the hot weather·. 
It is i.;1J.)Orta...�t that the reader realize that the :foregoing 
staterr.ents a.."l'ld. conclusions on the comparison of spring and WL'1.ter 
wheat quali-bJ a.re based pri.L�iJ.y upon one yea:r 's data. Huch more 
'data would have to be evaluated before final conclusions could be 
dram1. 
Table 22.  Comparative analysis of the protein content of  spri.."rlg 
and wjnter wheat :L""l eleven South Dakota counties .  
Mean of County 
Winter Wheat 
. 1. Sp:ink 13. 015; 
2 .  Uaakon 12. 67% 
J. Hand. 13. 62% 
4. Potter 13. 30% 
5. Faulk 12. 61% 
6. - Perld.ns 13. 21% 
7. Butt$ ll. 97% 
8 .  Stanley 12 °6(,1 - ✓  JO 
9. Sul]y J2. 88» 
10. Hugh�s 13. 05% 
ll. eyd.e 12, 65% 
** - sig-ni:fica..ntJ.y different 
Mean of 
Spring 1·.lheat 
13. 86% 
15. 02% 
14. 29% 
14. 36% 
14. 59% 
15 . 39% 
llr 874 e 'J 
14. 56% 
14. 60ji 
14. 30% 
13. 67% 
at the 1% level. 
Statistical 
Comparison 
of ¥..aans 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
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Table 23. 
Station 
LEHI:iON 
Spring 
Hinter 
ONIDA 
Spr:ing 
Winter 
ORIBNT 
Spring 
Hinter 
FT. PIER.Ill 
Spring 
Hinter 
.AVFnAGES 
Spring 
Winter 
Comparisons of station averages of eight grading factors in spring and winter wheat 
at four locations using data from the 1967 s .n .s .u. Survey. 
jO 
% % % % ·Weight Shrunken 1000 
Docka.go in a.nd Foreign Dama.r:i-ed Kernel Pl"otein 
lbs/bu Brokon Materials · Kernels Height 
1. 06 . 56. 8 6 .LJ-5 o. 89 0.43 23. 09 g. IJ. 91 
2. 83 -61. 55 3. 36 0. 61 . 0. 27 27.li-4 g. - 12, 2L!-
1. 22 . 58, L�6 4- . 04  0. 26 0. 17 26. 77 g. 13. $4  
0. 1+2 62·, 80 2. 29 0 , 19 0. 15 I 29, 62 g .  12.38 
1. 17 60·. 01 2. 2 0 , 30 0 . 16 29. 71-r g. 12.53 
o. 66 61. 80 3. 69 0. 33 0 . 25 29. LJ-O g. 11. 98 , 
2.2 60. 62 . 3 , 0 0 . 52 0. 10 27 , 96 g. 13. 92 
0 ,81 62, l-r J 2. 0 0. 18 0. 32 34, 05 g. J:2. 32 
1.41 .58, 97 3 , 92 0 ,49 0. 22 26, 89 g. lJ , .57 
1.18 62. 12 2. 83 0 , 33 0 , 2.5 J0. 12 g. 12. 23 
� °' 
Fi gure 1. Filling and harvesting periods of  wint e r  whe at 
as re lated  t o  me an monthly pre c ipitat i on and 
t empe rature in South Dakot a ( l 5 , 17 ) . 
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Figure 2 . Filling and harve st ing periods  o f  spring wheat 
a s  re lated  t o  me an monthly pre cipit at ion and 
tempe rature in South  Dakot a ( 15 ,  1 7 ) • 
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_Comparison of the Quality of Wheat Received. at Different Elevator s 
HH::TEil lfl-IEAT : 
'.l'he re sults of this analysis indicate tha.t there vras a 
significar..t difference a:n!ong elevators for six of the eight · fe�ctors 
(Appendi.x tables 2 through 9 ) .  Diff�rences among elevators Herc 
shmm for proteLn, docka.ge , test_ weight , thous arid kernel weight ,  
shrtmken and broken kernels and total defects. Ifo elevator 
differences were shown for foreign material or darn.aged kernels . 
Some of the trend:5 are interesting . to note even though the 
difference s  may :riot be statistically significant . 
The top nine elevators in percent protein were found in Lyman , 
Tripp and Gregory co1.L."'1ties. Four of the top five were :in Lyrr..an 
Cotmty. Of the four winter whoat elevators included in th_e survey 
from northern South Dakota , three 't·rere among the highest six 
station s in percent docka.ge. All four of the northern stations were 
among the five lowest e levators for test weight per bushel and 
weight per t�ousand kernels. The six lowest elevators in test · 
weight 1-iere also · the _ six lowe st for thousand kernel weight. Four of 
the six highest ·elevators in test ueight were among the six highest 
elevators for thousand kernel weights. The four northern locations 
were also among the five highest elevators in percent foreign 
111ate1�ial. 
Four of the six lowest elevators in percent of shrunken and 
.broken kernels 1-rere located in Lyman County. The northern locations 
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showed. the fom-- highest average s of shrunken and. broken kernels . 
The above comp�isons s110-w· sore consistencies in the elevator 
differences .  Of the si.."( elevators sh01·nng the lowest percent of 
shrunken and broken kernels , four are also in the lowest six in 
percent · of damaged. kernels . Four of the lowest elevators in d.ocka.ge 
are :in the low s:L� for dai.ilaged kernels . 
SPRING HHEAT : 
A significant difference among elevators was shmm for all 
eight factors w1.th spring wheat (See Appendix tables 10 through 17 ) • 
.Aga:in it is · interesting to note trends . Five of the eight 
elevators highest in protein content vrere . in the north central 
part of the state . These sa.-rn.e elevators comprise the lowest five 
averages in test weight. Four of them are also in the lowest five 
in weight per thousand kernels . 
The top six elevators in test weight were located in the 
northeastern portion of the state . 
As ·with winter wheat, cons�stencie s beg:in to show up within 
elevator difference s .  Four of the . eight elevators highest in 
percent dockage ·were also ar:011.g ·the eight highest :in shrunken a.-rid 
broken kernels . Likewise , fotl.l' of the eight elevators lo-c-rest in 
_dockage were also among the eight lowest :in shrunken �-vid brol,.en 
kernels . 
These data indicated that for several of the grading factors , 
there were sone elevators taking in 1,rheat of :b..igher quality. It 
is important to re��mber that only the 1967 crop is represented. 
It is possible that in ru1other yee:r , under different weather 
conditions , another set of elevators would show up better. 
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ti.lli.ng and Baking Quality 
Nearly all of the hard l"ed wheat g-rown in South Dakota is 
milled into flour for use by the baking industry. For this reason , 
the milli..."'lg and baking evaluation of South Dakota wheat is of 
pri.712..ry importance . As mentio ned. earlier , several of the pbysical 
quality factor s a.re m.erely tools .. used by the gl"ain merchant to 
e stimate the final milling and baking quality. In this section , 
six factors are discus ed in an attempt to com�....re the quality of 
South Dakota. 1 s wh0at to that gr01rm in other rnajor wheat areas. 
Data. a.re given for the comparisons in Tables 21} and 25. 
SP11IFG 1,r.r.IEAT : 
A.  Te st Height 
South Dakota 's spring wheat was consistently lowe1" in 
test weight than e ither 1 forth Dakota 's or Montana 's (Ta ble 24). 
South Dakota 1 s three year average was two potu1ds per bushel louer 
tha n either of the other h:o states. 
B. Protein 
The three yea:r average· for protein content of South Dakota 's 
spring wheat 1-ms much the same as for North Dakota 's and Montana 's 
spring wheat. As mentioned in the_ previous · section , the protein 
content of South Dakota 's spring wheat was low relative to its test 
weight. As a general r-o.le , protein content will increase as  test 
weight d ecreases. High prote:in content is considered a necessary , 
but not a sufficient condition for good milling and bald.ng 
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Table 24 . State averages of six physical and chemical quality 
;factors of ha.rd red spring· wheat from tri.ree states 
£or the years of 1965-1967. 1 
State Yee:r 
South 1965 
Dakota 1966 
1967 
Average 
1965 
Montana 1966 
1967 
Average 
North 1965 
Dakota 1966 
1967 
Average 
2 c/1 T •.r 'fa 
. h .  Pr t . o em 
56. 9 14. l 
.53 . 5 16. 1 
58 . 5 lJ. 8 · 
56 . 3 14. 7 
. .58 . l  14. 0  
58. 8 14. 8  
59. 2 1.5. 0 
58 . 7  14. 6 
.58 . l  14. 8 
57. J 15. 5 
59. 5 1.L�. 7 
58 . J 15.0  
Yield- % Flour F.v. 3 Bake % Flour Ash Evaluate1� 
68. J · . 498 69. 6  Excellent 
67. 7 . 50.5 69. 8 V.  Good 
70. 9 . L�55 79.4 Good + 
69. 0 . 486 72. 9 v. Good 
69. 7 .477 68 . 2  v. Good + 
70. 9 .47.5 70. 3 V. Good + 
71. 7 . 455 80. 0  Good 
70. 8 .469 72 . 8  V .  Good 
69. J  .494 83. 1 Excellent 
69 , 8  .487 76. 2 V.  Good + 
71. 5  .4_51-� 80. 6 Good + 
70. 2  . lt-78 80.0 V. Good + 
1 Data for this table were obtained through the co�tesy of 
the Doty Labo1 ... atories Incorporated , Kansas City , N:i.ssou.ri , 
and are not ·for publicati?n• 
2 Test weight in pounds per bushel. 
· 3 Farinograph ValorL'lleter Score � 
4 V .  Good = Very Good; + = plus. 
quality (2 7 ). The protein test is used. to predict the quantity of 
gluten and not the quality (12) . 
c .  Flour Yield 
Percent flot17' yield is a measure of the amount of flour 
that can be extracted. from a given volume of wheat (12 ). When 
deal.mg :in large quantities of wheat , it is eat:r"y- to_ see how a small 
difference in eA-traction Cc'.lll be -economicalJy important to the miller. 
South Dakota ' s  extraction was consistently lower than 
either Montana ts  or North Dakota ' s. The three year average shm-;ed. 
a difference in excess of one percent. This could well be an 
important difference . 
D. � Content 
The importance of flour ash content is a very controversial 
subject. There seems to be little doubt a.-rnong cereal cJ:-i..emists 
that high flour ash ca."1'1 be a serious problem. It becomes of prime 
importance ·when values - are set as to what is acceptable and uhnt is 
undesirable (27 ) .  Large differences in flour ash, especially :in the 
upper range of accepta.bili ty , c� a�fect the bald.nG ·properties of 
·wheat (8 ) .  Although · standards- v:xry from yea1· to year depending upop 
the ash content of the wheat be:i.ng marketed , flour ash content is 
one of the most inflexible standards set by the bakers (2 8 ) . 
The flour ash content of South Dako-f;,a. ' s  1967 spring wheat 
compm--ed. fa.vorabJy to the flolU .. ash content of wheat grown :in 
Montana a."l"ld North Dakota (Table 21} ) . The three year average shoi-red. 
South Dakota to be o. 008;� higher than North Dakota. and o. 017�  hic;her 
than Montana. 1 This d ifference rr..ay or may not ai'fect the baking 
quality. Hat·Iever , the fact that extraction has to be decreased :iJ1 
South Dakota I s wr..eat m orde:r to rr..eet ash requirements could be 
important to the miller . South Dakota ' s  19.66 spring wheat would 
have been at a d.ef:L'>'lite disadvantage with respect to ash content. 
E .  Farmog-�aEh Valorimeter Scor�2 
The .fari..i-iograph i� an fustrument used. in testing the 
baldng properties of wheat flour. The F. V. Score is but one of 
six values derived fi'oni a. fa.r:inogra.m cu...rye . In simple terms , 
F.V • . Score is an :indication of the overall strength of a flour.  
High scores genera.Dy i."l'ldicate strong flour and lou scores 
indicate ·t-reak flour. Strong wheats are de s:u ..able for bakinr; (12 ) . 
The F .V. Scores of South Dakota ' s  sprfug uheats were very 
similar to those sho,;m for Montana ' s  spring wheats , but genera.Dy 
below the North Dakota scores . K�isas State University has 
i.L-idicated. that a 11ba!·:ers mill mix" should have a F .  V.  Score of 
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a.bout 66 (J2 ) . Tr..e three yee:r average F.  V.  Score for South Dakota ' s  
spring lrheat · ·was- 72. 9 .  This ·:uidicated that South Dakota ' s  spring -
wheat was strong in these yeai�s . 
F. Bake E-traluation 
-
Evaluations sh01-m for the last t:h.ree yeai""s indicated tJ1at 
the overall baking evaluation of Sou.th Dakota ' s  spring wheat was very 
nm.ch lil(e north Dakota 's  and Montana ' s .  
l As a rule of thumb uhen flour · ash increases b-J O .  01% .flour 
e:rt.raction, at a constant ash content , w:lll decrease by 2%. 
2 Hereai'ter ,  Farinof;raph Valor; meter will be sho,;-m as F. V. 
WINTER HREAT : 
A. � Weight � Protein 
The test weight and protein content of South Dakota ' s  
winter wheat were good for the three yei:r average. The protein 
content was above the averages shown for Montana , Kansas , and 
Nebraska (Table 25) . 
B. Flour Yield 
The f"lour yield of South Dakota ' s  ·winter wheat was very 
close to the averages shovm for the other states • 
. · C .  Ash Content 
South Dakota ' s  w:inter wheat showed a consistently higher 
ash content than did the wheat from other · states. This held not 
on.Jy for the three yea:r average , but also for each yee.r. The 
d.iff"erence in ash content over a three yea:r average showed 
South Dakota ' s  winter wheat to be O. 012% higher than Kansas ' • 
Using the rule of thu..r.ib rnentioned earlier ,· this would. rnea.n a loss 
in extraction of more than 2% to . those millers using South Dakota 
winter wheat. 
D .  Far:lnograph -V_alor�'11et.er Score 
Three yeax- averages of .the F.V. Score indicated that 
South Dakota ' s  winter wheat was stronger than Kansas • and. Nebraska ' s  
wheat, but not nearly a s  strong a s  Hontana ' s . The F.V. Score- for a 
'fbakers :mill mix" should be about 66 (12 ) .  South Dakota ' s  winter 
wheat score of 62 . J  :indicated tli..at it would have been necessary to· 
blend it ·with uheat showfug a higher score . This is reflected in 
the premiums paid f"or :Montana ' s  wheat. 
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Table 25 .  State averages of six physical and chemical quality 
factors of hard red w:i.nte1 wheat from four states 
for the years of 1965-67 • . 
State Year 2 % T .W. Pr t . _ o ei.11 
Yield-
fa Flour 
<f6 Flour 3 Bake I F .V .  .Eva1uate4 Ash 
South 1965 58. 7  11. 7  . 69. 7 .460 61. 1  Good 
Dakota 1966 60 . 3 14. 0  70 .8  . 461 62 . 6  V .  Good 
1967 60.4  13 . 0  71. 9  . 453 63 . 2  Good 
Average 59. 8 12. 9  70. 8  . 4.58 62 . 3  Good. + 
1965 59. 8 11.4 71. 0 . 450 58 . 8  Good -
Kansas 1966 61. 0 12. 6  71. 6 . L�54 60 . 6  Good -· 1967 58 . 9  12. 9  70 .8  . L�3.5 65 .4� Good 
Average 59. 9 12. J 71. 1  . zw6 61. 6  Good ..: 
1965 58 . 8  11. 5  69. 3 . 4J.5 58 . 8  Good 
Montana 1966 62 . 0  12 . 8  72.1  . L!lr0 71. 3 V. Good 
1967 61. 8  12 . 7  72 . 0  .438 79 . 8  Good 
Average 60. 9  12 . 2  71.1  .437 70. 9 Good + 
1965 55 . 2  10 .4  68 .5  . 455 52 . 9 Poor + 
Nebraska 1966 61. 8  12 . 6  71.9  .456 61. 1  Good -
1967 · 58 . 9 12 . 1 - 70 .4  . 14-36 58 .4 Fair 
Average 58 -. 6 11. 7  70 . 3 .449 57 . 5  Fair 
1 Data fol" this table uere obtained through the courtes-J of 
the Doty Laboratories Incorporated , Kansas City ,  Hissouri ,-
and are not for publication. 
2 Test weight in pOtL.'1d S per bushel. 
3 Far:inograph Valorimeter Score . 
4 v. Good = Very Good ; + =  plus ; - = minus .  
E . .:Bake Evaluation 
'Phe baking evaluation of South Dakota 's  winter wheat was 
above average, 
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In surmnary , it seems that the overall quality of South _Dakota ' s  
spring whe·at was slightly below North Dakota 's and Eontana Is .  Winter 
wheat produced. in South Dakota compared more favorably to winter 
wheat produced. in other areas. High ash tends to be a problem with 
both classes of ·wheat i11 South Dakota • . 
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Some Needed Changes in the Hethod of Reporting Grain Grades  
L� recent years there has been a tendency for inspection 
points to list on the grading card only those factors that affect 
grade . In add ition , dockage--not a grading factor--is rounded down 
· and reported on the grading card in whole and hal.f percentages (22) . 
An example ma.y help to illustrate the difference . Suppose' a 
sample contains 1. J�b d ocka.ge , 2 .  C/} shrunken and broken kernels , 
0 . 6%  foreign !T'.ateria.l , 1. 9% damaged _kernels , 5.4% total defects , 
and weighs 54 pounds per bushel. The sample uould grade number 
four on the basis · of test ·weight . None of the other factors would 
be listed except docka.ge which would be rounded d mm and listed 
at 1 . 0%.  (Reference to  append ix Table 1 rna.y help those who are 
unfamiliar uith wheat grading . ) Distortions that can occur from 
this method were demonstrated by taking the averages of seven 
grading factors using exact percentage s and comparing them to 
averages of the same data when only the ractor affecting grade was 
listed and d o_cka.ge was listed i'l'l whole o.nd half �rcentages . 
(Table 26) . 1967 data compile� at s. n . s. u  • . from the Aberdeen 
elevator was used for this c omparison.  When dockage 1-ias rounded 
dmm to whole and ha.lf percents , O .  26% less . dockage was shown than 
was actually present.  Tli..is dH'fe:rence may seem un:i.l:1portant , but 
from a buyer ' s  standpoint it can- be very :L"':lportant . With �•Theat 
valued at $1 . 50 pcl" bushel , a 180 , 000 _ bushel sh; p load 1-rould. be 
worth $270 , 000 � 00. If the buyer had loaded with this Aberdeen 
wheat he would have paid for over $700,. 00 worth of wheat that was 
Table 26. Comparison of 1967, S.D. s.u. data from Aberdeen showing averages of d.ockage and. six 
grading factors as tabulated. exact]y and as they would be taken from an official 
grading card wher� only the factor that affects grade and docka.ge in whole and half 
percents are sho-vm. 
Method. of S�unken Con-
Figur:r..ng Dockage Test Weight and Foreign Damaged Total trasting 
Averages Broken Material Kernels Defect Classes 
-
Data as 
Listed in 1. 82% 60. 77 lbs/bu J . 07% 0. 52% 0. 05% J.27% 0. 01% 
Exact 
Percentages 
Data as It 
1vould De 
Listed on 1.56% 60. 77 lbs/bu 1. 67% 0. 3516 0. 00% 2.20% 0. 00% 
Grading 
Cards  
°' 
0 
actualJ.y dockage , as compared to the docka.ge listed on the selling 
contract . 
The decrease :in shrunken and broken kernels as shom1 on 
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T·able 26 would rr.:.ean the difference between number one and tuo wheat. 
Notice that near]y twice as many shrunken and broken kernels , than 
would be shmm , are pre sent. Shrunken and broken kernels are of 
little value in wheat being used. for flour production , because most 
of them are removed. in the cleaning process prior to milling. If 
only 50% of the shrunken a...�d broken kernels were removed in cleaning , 
the miller would lose another $1 , 900. 00 on the ship load of wheat . 
These data ·would. :indicate a need for sti--icter controls over 
what litUSt be listed on the grading ticket. Per capita consumption 
of wheat in the U. S. has remained relatively constant for a number 
of years. Therefore , the potential to sell increasing quantities 
of wheat lies primarily in the export markets. For this reason · 
particularJ.y close attention must be pa.id to quality. Gille s 
stated that trone of the quickest . ways for the Upper Great Plains 
region to lose its wheat market ·will be to lose s_ight of the need. 
for quaiit-.t. n (7) 
In compar:i.ng suxveys of wheat quality , one must be extremely 
·c�eful to see that the data for both surv$ys are compiled and · 
reported :in the same ·• . ray. As can be seen on Table 26 , great 
differences are fo1L11d in tr.e two methods. 
One further comment on the pre sent grading system seems in 
order . Foreign n1aterial · and shrunken and broken kernels often 
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affect grade either - separately or together as total defects .  Under 
the present S"".fstem, these two factors are determined on separate 
samples of g-.ca;n. Mtich of the material that passe s  through the 
sieve and is counted as sr.irunken and brol:en kernels will also be 
picked out of the second sample and be counted. as foreign material. 
This means that the producer can be docked twice for a portion of 
the unde sirable material in wheat. This was e special]y evident in 
the 1967 South Dakota spring wheat crop . Innnature wild oats passed 
readily through the sieve and were counted as shrunken and broken 
kernels . The same :rnaterial was picked from the foreign rnaterin.l 
sa.Jnple resulting ·in double counting . 
The double counting that occurs with · shrunken and broken 
kernels and foreign material could be overcor.ie by the follouing 
procedure : 
1 . · Separate a representative sa.mple . 
2 .  Run the sa..-r:1ple over the proper sc1"'een for determining 
shrunken and broken kernels . 
J . Count the material that passes  through the screen as 
- shrt.lnken and broken kernels and pick the _ remaining 
material in the screen for foreign material. 
L1- . Calculate both on a ·weight basis . 
In the final analysis , it is difficult to be sure who reaps the 
benefit of this inconcisc reporting . Suffice it to say that if 
:factors 1mre listed in exact terms , it would sure]y be more just to 
all concerned. 
rfoed for Relocation of Experimental Plots 
In revie1•ring data from South Dakota experiment stations , 
several facts have come to the attention of this author . These 
facts raise a question as to the location of these stations · for 
the best evaluation of wheat--the state ' s  lead ing cash crop. 
In 1967 , Brmm and Spink counties produced. · nearly 2.5% of 
South Dal:ota 1 s spring wheat crop (19 , 20 ) .  However , there is not 
a yearly milling and baking quality analysis for any site in 
either of these counti�s .  
In 196!-� , quality analysis for spring wheat was ma.de .using 
wheat from Cottonwood , Newell , 1{atertown , Brookings ,  Centerville , 
Highmore and Eureka (26 ) . Of these stations , only Eureka was in 
a heavy hard red spring wheat producing area .  Eureka was also the 
only station that showed acceptable flour ash (Table 27) . 
'£able 27. 4sh · content of spring wheat a,t seven locations in 
�outh Dakota for the 1964 crop1• 
Locations 
Flour 
Locations Ash 
Cottom-rood Q. 6o% W�tertmm 
Newell 0 • .56%. R: .. oolcings 
Highmore 0. 55% Centerville 
Eureka 
1 � /.11 of these locations have a tes1..  weight average of 
59 lbs . or better .  
Flour 
Ash 
· 0  • .53% 
0 • .50% 
0 . 4% 
0 .43% 
6J 
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Furt her invest igat ion reveal�d that the on]y st at ions included 
every yoe.:r in the Uniform Regional Nursery trials for spring wheat 
were I:Iigh.-nore and Uatert o-t-m (26 ) . In 1967 , Codington County--in 
which Hat ertm-m is located--procuced 1. 38% of t ho st ate 's spring 
· wheat crop. Highmore is locat ed in Ityde County which produced 
0.46% of t he 1967 spr:Lig wheat . Dat a from Table 28 indicate that 
both stat ions, e specia1]y Highra.ore, are high in flour ash cont ent. 
In 1967 , spr:ing wheat sax:iples from sixteen elevat ors showed an 
L A · A average flour ash content of o. �0>--1;el1 below t he  0.4J·;j at 
Wat ert o'tm or t he O. 511 at Highmore 1• 
Year 
Table 28. Corc.parison of test weight and flour ash for two 
locat ions in South Da.kot a and compai--ison of 
North and Sout h Dakota 2.verages .  �� 
Stat ion State 
Wat ert own Highmore South Dakote. North Dakota 
Test Flour Test Flour Test Flour Test Flour 
Wei�ht .Ash Weight Ash Weight Ash Weight Ash 
1965 57. 6  o.49;� 59. 3 0. 56% 58 ._5 0. 53% 60 . 7  0 . 46% 
1966 56. 8 o.47% 52 . 8  o . 695i .51-�. 8  0. 585'6 59. ti, o .4-6% 
1967 58. 5 . o .4J11i 60 . 0 · o . 605t 59. 3 0. 51% 60 . 4 o. 42% 
Average 57 . 6 0 . L�6'/.1 57 . L��<s · o .  62{) 57 . 5  0 . 54·% 60 . 2 0 . Lr5;& 
* Dat a is from Ea.rd Red Spring Wheat Quality Reports 1965-66-67 
u.s.D.A. -- A.R. S .  -- • rforth Dakot a St ate Universit y .  Uniform 
Region Nursery trials •. 
1 Dat a on the ash content of the 1967 South Dakota spring 
wheat crop was t aken from the un:.)ublished results of a complet e  
milling and baldng 8.J.ialysis of samples taken from elevat or s  in 
South Dakot a .  
These figures indicate that South . Dakota ' s  spring wheat 
evaluation points are poor]y located and may not 'be representative 
of' the state ' s  spring wheat or spring wheat growing conditions . 
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SUNMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The peysical quality of South Dakota ' s  wheat appeared. to vary 
considerably from year to yee:r.  
Dockage was more of  a problem in spr:mg wheat than in winter 
wheat, The five yea:r average for the period 1963 to 1967 showed 
winter wheat at 2 .  04% dockage and spring wheat at J .  30';6 dockage . 
Dockage above 1% is considered high by some people . 
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Moisture was seldom a problem in either hard red spring or hard. 
red winter wheat ,  Spring wheat averaged 11. 6% moisture and ·winter 
wheat averaged ll. 5% moisture for the five yea:r period . Moisture 
content below 13 . 5% is acceptable . 
Test weight was often the factor that determ:il1ed grade in both 
classes of wheat although it uas more of a problem in spring wheat. 
In order to grade number one , spring wheat nm.st weigh .58 pounds or 
more per bushel and w:L.�ter wheat must weigh 60 pounds or Ill.Ore . 
Spring wheat has ayeraged. less . than· 58 pound s per bushel in four of 
the last five y�ars . � in 1965 did winter wheat average less than 
60 pound,s per bu�hel , Stem rust- epidemics and hot dry weather were 
the main causes of low test weig?t , 
Damaged kernels were seldom found in large enough quantities 
to affect the grade of either class of wheat . In 1967 , for exa.r.iple , 
spring wheat shoued. an average of 0 . lJ;i damaged kernels and ·winter 
wheat showed an average of 0 . 2Jf. Damaged kernels ca.'l'l make� up as 
nru.ch as 21 of" the s�1mle before grade is affected .  ' - 4 . 
The foreign material found in South Dakota wheat was composed 
primarily of wild buckwheat seed and the caryopses of wild oats . 
In 1967 , 8% of the samples conta5.ned. greater than 0 . 5% foreign 
material . The five yea:r average showed 0 . 38% foreign material in 
the winter wheat and 0. 42% in the spring uheat. Number one wheat 
can contafu as :much as 0 . 5% foreign material for both classes .  
Shrunken and broken kernels- was the factor that most often 
determined the grade of South Dakota wheat . Over the period 196J 
to 1967 , 29% of the spring wheat and 14% of the winter wheat did not 
meet .the standards set on shrunken and. broken kernels for nTu.7iber one 
wheat . 
Total defects affected the grade of both classes of wheat a 
good. percentage of the time . In 1967 , for exaraple , total defects 
was the factor that deter:mined grade in 20p of the samples that did 
not grade number one . Number one wheat can contain up to 3% of total 
defects . The five yea:r. state averages were 2.  72% total defects for 
spririg wheat and 2 . 12� for winter - wheat . 
Contrasting classes was very seldom a grading factor in wheat 
produced. in Sou.th Dakot_a . Only. 2% of the spring uheat and none of 
the w:i.nter wheat cont2.ined a large enough percentage of contrasting 
classes to affect grade . 
Subclass , ·which is an indication of the percentage of d ark 
hard a...Yid vitreous kernels , varied great].y from yea:r to year . Over 
the five ye8:r period fron 1963 to 1967-, 74% of the spri_-rig wheat and 
71% of the w1 nter wheat graded Dark _Jorthern Spr:L11.g and Dar .c Hard 
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Winter re spective]y. 
In comparing the · 1967 spring wheat crops from North and 
South Dakota , it is evident that the wheat produced. in North Dakota 
was cleaner and graded higher than that produced in South Dakota . 
In 1967 , 7276 of the North Dakota spring wheat graded. munber one 
while only 46% of South Dakota ' s  spring wheat graded number one . 
North Dakota ' s  spri..'1.g wheat showed o . 5f, less  shrunken and broken 
kernels and 0 . 3% less foreign material. Fifty three percent of 
North Dakota ' s  wheat shot•red less than 0 . 5% dockage as compared to 
8% of South Dakota ' s  wheat . 
An analysis of data from tHenty five elevators revealed that 
the overall quality of the wheat being shipped out of elevators 
was better than that being delivered to the elevators by farmers .  
The wheat shipped from the se elevators was signif':i.ca.:..�tly lower in 
dockage , da.rn.aged kernels and sbrunken and broken kernels than the 
wheat taken in . This difference can be attributed to the cleaning 
• . that occurred in the elevators prior to shipping . There was a 
significantly lower percentage ·of foreign materi�l .in the wheat 
moving to elevators which could be due to contamination of th� 
wheat in the elevators .  
A comparison of state averages of the quality of spring and 
-w:i.nter wheat combiY1ed with a statistical comparison of the two 
classes of wheat in eleven counties was completed. . The re sults of 
both comparisons indicated that the . overall quality of winter wheat 
:was better than that of spring wheat . Spring wheat was generally 
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lower in test ·weight , higher in docka.e;e and higher in shrunken and. 
broken kernels than was winter wheat . Foreign material and da...'118.ged. 
kernels were higher in winter wheat , but these factors seldom 
affected grade . The differences between spring and winter wheat 
quality shovm in these comparisons may be partially_ explained by the 
difference in filling periods of the two classes relative to 
maximum precipitation and _ temperature periods . 
A comparison of the quality of wheat taken in at different 
elevators mdicated. that there were difference s in the quality of 
wheat being delivered. to these elevators .  The test weight of winter 
wheat appeared t6 be lower in the Northern stations and the percent 
of s}-l.runken and. broken kernels was· · higher . Some of the elevators 
that showed the lowest percentages of slu-tmken and broken kernels 
also showed the least clockage , This was true in both spring and 
winter wheat. 
The results of three yea:rs of mill;ng· and baking tests :indicated 
that the overall quality of South Dakota ' s  spring wheat was slight]y 
lower than that of spring' wheat- grown in Monta."Yla �"Yld. North Dakota . -
The test ·weight and flotu-_ yiel9 s of South Dakota ' s  spring uheat were 
lower tha.Yi those shmm for Hontana and North Dakota. The protein 
content of South Dakota I s 1-rheat was below •that of wheat from other 
$tates uhen comparing wheat of equal test t-reight . The ba1UJ."1g 
strength of both spring - and w:inter wheat from South Dakota was good. 
The ash content of both classes of 1-rh�at was consistently higher in 
South Dakota than in wheat frora other states . 
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The test weight and flour yields of South Dakota I s winter wheat 
were very sinJ.ilar to figures shovm for winter wheat produced in 
Kansas , ifobraska , and Hontana . South Dakota ' s  winter wheat averaged 
higher in protein content than the wheat from the other states . Of 
the states compared, only Montana appeared to surpass  South Dakota 
in overall winter wheat quality in the years of 1965 through 1967 . 
In order to point out hidden discrepancie s that may be 
encountered in methods of reporting wheat grad.e s ,  wheat ·was graded 
in two ways . Data from samples taken in 1967 at the Aberdeen 
elevator were used for this comparison. First , d.ockage and all 
grading factors were listed :in exact percentages .  Figure s were 
then listed for only those factors that determined grade . Dockage 
was listed in whole and half percents .  Results indicated that when 
dockage is shown in whole and hali percents , 0 . 26% le ss dockage will 
be shm·ni. than is actually pre sent . By listing only the factors · that 
affect grade , an average of on]y half as many shrunken and broken 
kernels  and 0 . 17% · less  foreign material would be shm-m . 
In the las� section ; it is pointed out that . the location of 
South Dakota t s  1•ihe�t- evaluation expel'iment stations may not be 
representative of the spring wheat or of spring wheat growing areas 
of the state . Together , Brm-m arid Spink countie s proq.uced nearly 
25% of the 1967 spring wheat crop. However , there is not a yearly 
milling and baking quality an.a]ysis fol" ru-iy site in either of these 
counties .  The only two site s includ�d yearly in the Uniform 
Regional rursery trials .for spring wheat are in Codington and eyde 
counties . Together these two counties produced less · than 2 %  of 
the state ' s  1967 spring wheat crop . 
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Table 1. Numerical grades and Sample grade and grade requirements 
, Wheat (JJ ) 
(a) Numerical grades and Sample grade and grade requirements for all classes of 
Wheat except Mixed Wheat. 
Maximum limits of -
Minimum test 
weight per bushel 
Defects Wheat of other 
classes 1 
Grade 
Hard Red Heat- Damaged Shrunken I Con- Wheat 
Spring All other ·damaged kernels Foreign and Defects trasting of other 
Wheat classes kernels (total) material broken (total) classes classes 
kernels (total) 
Pounds Pounds Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  58.0 60.0 0. 1 2.0 0.5 3.0 3.0 1 . 0 3.0 
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  57.0 58.0 0 .. 2 4 .0 1 .0 5 .0 5.0 2. 0 5.0 
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  55.0 56.0 0.5 7.0 2.0 8.0 8.0 3. 0 10.0 
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  53.0 54.0 1 .0 10.0 3.0 12.0 12.0 10. 0 10.0 
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  50.0 51.0 3.0 15.0 5.0 20.0 20.0 10. 0 10.0 
Sample grade: Sample grade shall be wheat which does not meet the requirements for any of the grades 
from No. 1 to No. 5, inclusive; or which contains stones; or which is musty, or sour, or heating; or which has 
any commercially objectionable foreign odor except of smut or garlic ; or which contains a quantity of smut 
so great that any one or more of the grade requirements cannot be applied accurately; or which is otherwise 
of distinctly low quality. 
1 Red Durum Wheat of any grade �ay contain not more than 10.0 percent of wheat of other classes. 
'.J 
\.)1 
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Table 2 • Comparison of the percent protein content of winter wheat 
at nineteen elevators. in South Dakota using the Duncan ' s  Multiple 
Range Test. 
Elevator Statistical �:: 
Number Means Significance 
9 11. 6% a 
13 11.8% ab 
3 11. 9% ab · n. 11. 9% abc 
12 11. 9% abc 
8 12.2% abed 
4 12.2% abcde 
10 12.3% abcdef 
5 12. �Jo abcdefg 
1 12. 7% abcdefg 
18 12.8% abcdefg 
19 12.8% abcdefg 
17 13. 1% bcdefg 
2 13. 1% bcdefg 
7 13.3% cdefg 
14 lJ. 6% defg 
16 lJ. 6% efg 
6 13. 7% ;fg 
15 13. C7f g 
* Means accomp�"1ied by the same. lower case letters a.re not 
statistical]y di.ffere11t at the highly significant level. 
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Table 3 , Comparison of the percent d.ockage of w'inter wheat at 
nineteen elevators in South Dakota using the Duncan ' s  lfultiple Range 
Test , 
Elevator 
Number 
12 
14 
7 
15 
13 
16 
18 
19 
9 
10 
5 
6 
17 
l 
4 
2 
11 
3 
8 
Means 
0 .24% 
0 ,41% 
0 44d • /0 
o.49% 
0 , 50-� 
0, 50% 
0 , 51% 
0, 51% 
0, 51% 
0 . 53% 
o ,60% 
0 , 65% 
o , 65% 
0 , 74% 
0, 77% 
0 , 78% 
. 0 , 96% 
1, 55% 
1, 90'-1} 
Statistical , .. 
Sirnificance 
a 
b 
b 
b 
b 
b 
b 
b 
b 
b 
b 
b 
b 
be 
be 
be 
be 
cd 
d 
* Means accompanied -b-.,r the sa..w lower case letters are not 
statisticaJJ.y. different at t�e highJ.y signii'ican� level, 
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Table 4 • Comparison of the test weight of winter wheat at nineteen 
. elevators in South Dakota using the Duncan ' s  Multiple Range Test. 
Elevator Means Statistical :.:e 
Number in lbs/bu. Significance 
9 60 . 1  a 
5 61.4 ab 
8 61. 6 ab 
3 61. 6  ab 
ll 61. 8 ab 
16 61. 8  ab 
2 61. 9  ab 
17 62. 0  ab 
6 62 . 1  abe 
4 62 . 3 abc 
15 62 . 7  abc 
18 62 . 7  abe 
10 62 . 8  abc 
19 62. 9 abed 
7 63 . 1  abed 
14 63 . 2  abed 
12 - 63 .4 bed 
13 64. 2 cd 
1 64. 8 d 
* Means accompanied by the same lower case letters are not 
statistically· different at the highly significant level. 
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Table 5 .  Comparison of weight per thousand. kernels of winter wheat 
at nineteen elevators i.� South Dakota usmg the Duncan ' s  Multiple 
Range Test. 
Elevator Statistical * 
Number Means Significance 
3 26. 5  g .  a 
5 27. 0 g .  ab 
8 27.4 g .  abc 
10 29.3 g .  abed 
11 29.4 g .  a.bed 
9 29. 5 g .  abed 
2 29. 6 g .  abed. 
6 29. 7 g .  abed. 
16 29. 9 g .  abcd.e 
14 30. 3 g .  abcde 
18 J0. 6 g .  abode 
17 30. 6  g .  abcde 
7 30.8 g .  abode 
19 J0. 9  g .  abcde 
1.5 31. 3 g .  bcde 
13 · 31. 6 g .  cd.e 
1 32. 1 g .  de 
12 32. 8 g .  d.e 
4 34. 0  g .  e 
* Means accompanied 'b-.f the sallle. lower case letters are not 
statistically different at the highly significant level. 
Table 6 • Comparison of percent of shrunken and broken kernels 
found in the winter wheat in South Dakota at nineteen elevators 
using the Duncan ' s �1ultiple Range Test, 
Elevator Statistical 
Number Means Significance 
1.5 l. ll% a 
9 1. 37% a 
1 1.41% a 
14 1. 73% ab 
17 1. 82% a.be 
7 1. 83% abc 
4 1. 83% a.be 
19 1. 88% a.be 
12 1. 90% a.be 
18 1. 94% a.be 
16 1 , 9.5% a.be 
13 2 . 0.5% abc 
10 2 , 20% abc 
2 2 . 27% a.bed 
6 2 . 32�l abed 
3 . 2 . 82% abed 
8 3 .• 22fo a.bed.a 
11 3 . 62% de 
5 4.30j� e .
. 
* Means accompanied by the srune lower case letters �e not 
statistically different at the highly significant level. 
>'' ,. 
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Table 7 .  Comparison of percent of foreign materials found in 
winter wheat at nineteen elevators in South Dakota using the 
Duncan ' s  Multiple Range _ Test. 
Elevator Statistical * 
Number Means Significance 
1 0 .126% a 
12 0 . 146% a 
13 0 . 149% a 
2 0 . 172% a 
4 0 . 174% a 
10 0 . 177% a 
15 0 . 192% a 
14 0 .201% a 
19 0. 210;1 a 
9 0 .224% a 
7 0 .233% a 
6 0 . 2677& a 
17 0 . 273% a 
18 0. 278% a 
11 0 .285% a 
16 . 0 , 350% a 
5 o.J70% a 
8 0 .. 47o/, a 
3 o .476% . a . 
* Means accompanied b--j" the same lower case letters are not 
statistically diffe11ent at the highly significant level. 
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Table 8 • Comparison of percent of damaged kernels found in winter 
wheat in South Dakota at nineteen elevators using the Dunca..� 1 s 
Multiple Ra�ge Te st . 
Eleva.tor 
Number 
9 
14 
7 
12 
15 
17 
10 
16 
18 
19 
1 
5 
13 
11 
4 
2 . 
3 
8 
6 
Statistical �:: 
Means Significance 
0. 101% a 
0 . 107% a 
0 . 108% a 
0 . 118% a. 
0. 124% a 
0. 142% a 
0 . 146% a 
0. 166% a 
0 . 171% a 
0 . 181% a 
0 .181% a 
0 .192% a 
o. 212;i a 
0 . 21-I-1% a 
0 . 285% a 
0.294% a 
0. 359% a 
o . J67% · a 
· 0 .440% a 
* Means accompanied '&J the same lower case letter are not 
statisticaJJ.y different at the high]y significant level . 
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Table 9 • · Comparison of percent o:f total defects found in ·w:inter 
wheat in South Dakota at nineteen elevators using the Duncan 's 
Multiple Range Test. 
Elevator Statistical :� 
Number Means Significance 
15 1. 32% a 
9 1. 68% a 
1 1. 73% a 
14 2. 05% a 
12 2. 15% a 
19 2 . 30% ab 
7 2. 30% ab 
16 2 . 38% ab 
13 2.40% ab 
4 2.45% ab 
18 2.45% ab 
17 2.46% ab 
10 2. 53% abc 
2 2 . 65% abed 
6 2. 81% abed 
11 4. 22% abcde 
3 !� � 32% cde 
8 4. 52% de 
5 .4. 87% e 
* Means· accompa..1-1ied b'tJ the same lower case letters are not · 
statisticalJy different at the highJy significant level. 
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Table 10. Comparison of percent proteni content o.f spring wheat at 
tt-renty�two elevators in South Dakota using the Duncan 's  Hultiple 
Range Test. 
Elevator Statistical �:: 
Numbers** Means Significance 
9 12. 1% a 
4 12. 2% ab 
3 12.4% a.b 
21 12. 5% a.be 
16 12. 8% a.bed. 
? 12.8% abed 
1 12. 9% abed 
8 12. 9% . abed 
19 12. 9/o abed 
22 13. 0{!o abed 
5 13 .4% abed 
23 13.4% abed 
11 13. 5% abed 
18 13. 6% abed 
10 13. 8% abed 
20 13. 8% abed 
15 13. 8% abed 
6 . J.L�. 0% bed 
14 14. 0% bed 
17 14. 27� cd 
24 -14. ¼-% d 
7 14.5% d. 
* Means accompa.'t'lied by the same lower case letters are not 
statisticaLly different at t..�� highJ.y significant level. 
**· Prote:in data for numbers 12 and 13 were not available. 
Table n. Comparison of the percent of dockage of spring wheat at 
twenty..:rour elevators in South Dakota using the Duncan ' s  Multiple 
Range Test. 
Elevator 
Number 
l 
11 
22 · 17 
8 
14 
21 
5 
15 
20 
18 
6 
2 
12 
3 
13 
9 
16 
?A, 
7 
10 
4 
19 
23 
Means 
o.451% 
o.472;1, 
0. 553% 
o. 855'% 
0. 890% 
o. 959p 
1. 02% 
l. 0J% 
1. 04% 
1. 15% 
1. 25% 
1.41% 
1. 59f, 
1. 78% 
1. 90;"6 
1. 91% 
1. 95% 
. 1. 96% 
1� 96% 
1. 96% 
2. 08% 
2. J6% 
2 40;b . • I 
2 , 53% 
Statistical * 
Significance 
a 
ab 
a.be 
abed 
abed 
abed 
abed 
abed 
abed 
abed 
abed 
abed 
abed. 
abed 
bed 
bed 
ed 
ed 
ed 
ed 
d 
d 
d 
d 
* Means accompanied by the same lower case. letters are not 
statistica.l]y different at the highly significant level. 
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Table 12. Comparison of." the test weight of spring wheat a.t twenty­
:four elevators in South -Dakota using the Duncan ' s  Multiple Range 
Test. 
Elevator Means Statistical �:� 
Number in lbs/bu. Significance 
1.5 ,56. 8 a 
20 58.4 ab 
7 .58. 7  abc 
17 59. 0 a.bed 
24 59.2  bcde 
6 59.4 bcd.e 
16 .59. 5  bcde 
18 59. 5 bcde 
21 60. 0 bed.a 
19 60. 2  bcda 
ll 60. 2  bcde 
8 60. J  bcde 
3 60 • .5 bcde 
22 60. 6  bcde 
13 60. 6  bcde 
10 60 . 7  bcd.e 
23 60. 7  bcde 
12 60. 7  bcde 
2 · . 60.8  bcde 
.5 60. 9 cde 
14 61. 1  cde 
4 61. 2  de 
1 · 61.5 e 
9 61. 6  e 
* Means a.ccompa..l1.ied by the s��e lower case letter a.re not 
statisticaJ.}y different at the· highly significant level. 
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Table 13. Comparison of the weight per thousand kernels of spring 
wheat at faren"b.1-four elevators using the Duncan ts  Multiple Range 
Test. 
Elevator Statistical * 
Number . Means Significance 
1.5 2J . O  g .  a. 
17 26. 0  g .  b 
24 26. 2  g .  be 
18 26. 6  g . bed 
20 26 . 7  g .  bcde 
16 27. 8  g . bcdef 
10 27. 9  g . bcdef 
6' 2a. o  g .  bcdef 
ll 28. 0  g . bcdef 
9 28. 2  g . bcdef 
8 28. 3  g . bcdef 
7 28A g .  bcdef 
12 28. 6  g . bcdef 
14 29. 2 g .  bcdei' 
19 29. 3  g .  cdef 
.5 29 • .5 g • def 
21 29. 7 g .  dei' 
1J 29. 7  g . def 
2 29. 8 g .  def 
J 30.. 0  g .  ef 
2J 30 .0 g .  ef 
22 J0 .4  g . ·r 
4 30 • .5 g .  f 
I . 30. 5 g . f 
* Means accompanied by the same lower case letters are not 
statisticalJy different at the · highJ.;,r significant level. 
Table ll�. Comparison of percent of shrunken and broken kernels 
found m the sprmg ·wheat at twenty-four elevators m South Dakota 
using the Duncan ' s  lfultiple Range Test . 
Elevator Statistical * 
Number Means SifQ1ificance 
22 1. 75% a 
8 l, &}% a 
3 1. 88% a 
21 l, 9J% a 
11 1, 98% a 
12 2 .42% a 
lJ 2.51% a 
9 2. 55% . a. 
18 2.64% a 
1 2, 73% a 
2 2, 77% a 
14 2. 96% a 
10 2. 97% a 
7 J . 01% a. 
4 J, 01% a 
5 J. 04% a 
6 J . 04% a 
23 . J . 04% a 19 J. 06% a 
17 J . 09% . a 
24 . J . 51;6 · a 
20 J. 85% ab 
16 J . 9'+% ab 
15 6.34% b 
* Means accompanied by the same lower case letters are not 
statistically different .at the highly significant level. 
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Table 1.5. Comparison of :percent of foreign material found in spr:ing 
wheat at twenty�four elevators :in South Dakota using the Duncan ' s  
}fu.ltiple Range Test.  
Elevator 
Nu .. inber 
24 
l 
14 
17 
20 
5. 
6 
12 
21 
11 
?· 
18 
9 · 
13 
8 
22 
15 
16 
2 
10 
) 
19 
4 
23 
Means 
0. 127% 
0 . 181% 
0. 192% . 
0. 229% 
o .241% 
0 . 251% 
0 . 285% 
0.293% 
0. 294% 
0 , 297% 
0. 30171 
0 .301% 
o.30J�b 
0 .359% 
0 , 378% 
o.429% 
o .41-l-2% 
O 44rvq, . • ✓1·-; 
0,480j& . d 0 , ,500;o 
0 .589% 
o .6n�t 
0 . 632% 
0 , 690;1, 
Statistical ;� 
Significance 
a 
a.b 
a.b 
a.be 
abc 
a.be 
abc 
a.be 
a.be 
a.be 
a.be 
a.be 
abc 
abc 
a.be 
a.be 
a.be 
a.be 
a.be 
.a.be 
·a.be 
be 
be 
C 
* Means accompanied b-.f the same lower case letters are not 
statisticalJ.y different at the hiGhJ.y significant level. 
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Table 16 . Comparison of the percent of damaged. kernels found in 
spring wheat in South Dakota at twenty-four elevators using Duncan. 1 s 
},fultiple Range Test. 
Elevator Statistical 
Number Means Significance 
24 0 . 02 0% · a 
14 0 . 033% a. 
5 o .  0345t . a 
9 o .  040;6 a.b 
18 o . 042 % ab 
13 o .  0451i ab 
2 o . 046% a.be 
7 0. 068% a.bed. 
23 0. 073% abed 
16 0 . 082 % abed . 
4 0 . 088% abcde 
17 0 . 091% abcde 
10 0 . 097% abed.a 
6 0 . 101% abcde 
12 0 . 118% abcde 
1 0 . 1.50% abcde 
21 0 . 159% abed.a 
20 . 0 . 164% abcde 
22 0 .192 % abcdef 
3 0� 2 71% bcdef 
8 .0 . 2 76% cd.ef 
19 o .  2 9()56 def 
1.5 0 . 32 3% ef 
11 o .42 5% f 
* Means accompanied. b-y- the same lower case letters are not 
sta.tistical]y different at the highly significant level. 
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Table 17. Comparison of percent of total defects found m spring 
wheat at twenty-four elevators in South Dakota using the Duncan ' s  
Multiple Range Test. 
Elevator Statistical ::� 
Number Means Significance 
21 2.42% a 
3 2 .44% a 
22 2.46% a 
· 11 2. 71% a 
5 2. 73% a 
8 2. 80,� a 
12· 2.86% a 
9 2. 90% a 
18 2. 97-'fo a 
2 J. 01+% a 
1.3 J. 18% a 
7 J • .32% a 
l J.4o% a 
6 J.43% a 
17 J.44% a 
10 3. 59% a 
4 J. 73% a 
24 J. 90% a 
23 . ·  J. 94J6 a 
19 4� 01% a 
14 4. 32% ab 
16 4.42% ab 
20 4. 69;6 ab 
15 . 7 . 07% b 
* Means accompanied by the same lower case letters are not 
statistically different at the highly significant level. 
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